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Radiotorial Comment
speeches may simultaneously be
either the most or the least obnoxious kind
of radio advertising depending upon the political beliefs of the listener.
When a man ceases to criticize the radio conditions in his locality, he has lost his interest in
radio. Then there is really something the matter with it.
Radio applause cards, once as numberless as
the buffalos of the great plains, are now as
nearly extinct. Advertising is killing them.
Good radio humor is the best of the twicetold tales. For if it "gets over" from a radio
studio it will register where the teller is present. And it is always clean.
Television will soon add "synchronize" to
the slang dictionary. Its meaning requires no
definition, as applied to an individual, for anyone who has watched or manipulated a receiver
screen.
OLITICAL

*

operator has always been judged
largely upon his proficiency in sending and
receiving code. Wire telegraph operators were
once valued likewise. So also was a bookkeeper
gauged on his ability to add, and a typesetter by
his speed and accuracy as a hand compositor.
But nowadays type is set on a linotype machine,
adding is done with an adding machine, and
telegraph messages are sent and received by
means of machine printers. Eventually, also,
the great bulk of radio traffic will be sent by
photoradio.
In each of these cases the operator has graduated to higher duties which require more technical knowledge and which command higher
pay. The world is rapidly approaching the
point where it will be difficult to find men to
cope with the modern machines which are being
created. Radio, in particular, is a new field and
is destined to great progress. The radio operator
ARADIO

who keeps in step with this progress is also destined to a great future.
*

*

signal for a broadcast station to
cease transmitting. No matter how trivial
or how important its program, whether a jazz
request number or an address by the President
of the United States, it must give way to the
distress call. This was absolutely necessary to
prevent interference in the old days of spark
transmitters. But with the use of continuous
waves from vacuum tube transmitters it is as
needless as a hitching post for automobiles. No
broadcast station on 545 meters or under need
cause any interference on 600 meters. The portion of this law which requires a broadcast station to maintain continuous watch on 600 meters
is virtually a dead letter. In view of the progress which has been made since the law was
passed, it should now be wiped off the statute
books. Aside from the unnecessary annoyance
that it may cause broadcast listeners it may cause
a direct financial loss to a station which is broadcasting a sponsored program.
N SOS is a

*

*

*

THE subject uppermost in broadcast discus-

sion today is the probable effect of the Fed-

eral Radio Commission's order that nine -tenths
of the stations change their wavelengths on
Armistice Day. At first glance it might appear
that in this new deal just as much satisfaction
would have been created by dealing five hands,
one to each zone, from a well -shuffled deck of
cards.
Yet a little analysis shows that the deck has
been carefully stacked in an endeavor to improve reception conditions for the listener. So,
aside from the temporary inconvenience of
changing the logs or dial markings of most of
the stations ordinarily heard, the average listener
will probably hear his favorite stations to better
advantage than he did last winter.
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understand the plan upon which the new
allocations are based, it is necessary to know
that there are ninety-six channels or highways
in the broadcast spectrum between 550 and 1500
kilocycles. Each of these channels is ten kilocycles wide, the modulating or sound frequencies extending for five kilocycles on both sides
of the station's carrier frequency. Incidentally,
since the station frequencies are designated in
multiples of ten so as to give this ten kilocycle
separation, it is more convenient and less confusing to omit the final cipher and to designate
the channels by numbers from 55 to 150, corresponding to 550 to 1500 kilocycles.
Naturally a collision occurs whenever two or
more stations are radiating energy into the same
channel at the same time. If the stations are
very powerful and are not given sufficient geographical separation, these collisions or heterodynes will be heard as a high-pitched singing
note, especially where the receiver is located
between the interfering stations.
Of the ninety-six channels, six are assigned
exclusively to Canada, leaving ninety channels
for the use of six hundred and twenty-four stations in the United States and Alaska, an average
of nearly seven stations per channel.
Heretofore, no station has occupied a clear
channel unless the other stations assigned to its
wavelength were not broadcasting. For instance,
due to the difference in time, some Pacific Coast
stations could be heard without heterodyning
only after their Eastern channel -sharers had
shut down. But as a general rule no station was
free from a heterodyne whistle during some
period of its operation. What could the Commission do to remedy the trouble?
To

k

were two answers to the problem of
preventing collisions on the radio highways one to reduce the number of stations
which employ them, and the other to reduce
the time that some of the stations operate, thus
allowing two or more stations to use the same
channel during different periods, much as a
thrifty landlord used one set of beds to accommodate three shifts of miners in the early days
of the gold rushes. The Radio Commission
adopted the latter plan.
Forty channels were cleared, eight in each
zone. One-fourth of these were assigned exTHERE
:
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clusively for the use of single stations. On the
other three -fourths, two or more stations are
limited in time so that they do not operate simultaneously. Most of them are high -power stations.
Consequently, during the night hours, there
should be little or no interference on nearly
one-half the dial. According to the Commission's original order the clear channels are Nos.
64 to 87 inclusive (excepting 78) and channels
97 to 119 inclusive (excepting 101 and 112)
Subsequent allocations may slightly change
these figures. This should revive interest in
long distance reception on these channels.
Of the remaining fifty channels, four are assigned for simultaneous use in not less than two
zones, thirty-five for not more than three zones,
five for all zones for stations whose power does
not exceed 1000 watts, and six for all zones for
power not over 100 watts. The last two classifications cover 317 stations. Thus more than
half the number of stations are accommodated
on eleven channels and nearly a fourth of them
are found on three local service channels, number 120 with 52, 121 with 45, and 131 with 51
stations.
These allocations, as well as this interpretation thereof, are somewhat tentative and many
of them will be changed, if the number of protests is any criterion. But zone assignments of
power and particular frequencies cannot be
greatly altered because of the interdependence
of the entire set-up:
.

*

revolutionary order which will bee
bitterly opposed by the stations, and as
heartily approved by the majority of listeners,
is that prohibiting the broadcasting of chain
programs from more than one station for more
than one hour a day where the chain stations
are within three hundred miles of each other.
So the eleventh of November will probably
mark the beginning of the end of much of the
interference that the listener has endured for
many months. But in the meantime active hostilities are in progress between station and staN OTHER

tion and between stations and the Commission..
Many stations and communities are up in arms
against what they consider unjust discrimination. Consequently, even if Armistice Day
brings an armistice in this radio warfare, it
will leave many hard feelings to be softened by
subsequent peace negotiations.
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The Short -Wave Trans -Atlantic Radiophone
By S. R. WINTERS
radiotelephone service on
short waves between the United
States and England is soon to be
in effect. This is a departure in that
two-way communication is to be attempted on short waves, instead of the
long waves by means of which the servThe Bell Teleice was introduced.
phone Laboratories, Inc., recently erected
buildings and installed short-wave receiving equipment at Netcong, New
Jersey, and the British Postoffice has
completed a short-wave transmitting station in Scotland.
The radiotelephone calls between this
country and Great Britain now average
30 a day, and occasionally the number of
international radio conversations may
reach 60 within twenty-four hours. To
accommodate this increasing traffic as
well as to determine the suitability of
short waves for regular, dependable
long-distance communication, the duplex,
two-way system has been constructed in
the two respective countries. Until
quite recently England had no shortwave transmitting station for communication with the United States. The new
short-wave receiving station at Netcong,
New Jersey, is a mate for the recently
built English high -frequency transmitting station.
The use of a radiotelephone for dependable communication over a distance
exceeding 3000 miles requires the application of three pairs of short wavelengths. The vagaries of short waves
are such as to require different frequencies for effective operation at varying periods of the day and night. For
REGULAR

`

example, in the two-way trans -Atlantic
radiotelephone service one wavelength
will be used during daylight hours, a
different wavelength will be employed
for night service, and still a third wave
channel of a frequency at variance with
the other two will be necessary for effective communication when a portion
of the signal path is shrouded in dark-

sideband transmission and working both
ways on one wavelength are not now
practicable commercially on short waves,
contend engineers of the Bell System.
The voice -operated devices, however, are
employed in connection with two slightly
different wavelengths, one of which is
used for eastbound speech and the other
for westbound conversation.

Short -Wave Telephone Transmitting Station at Deal, N. J.

ness and the other part illuminated by

The short-wave transmitting station

daylight.
In this particular, the short-wave service differs essentially from that of long wave trans-Atlantic radiotelephone communication. At present, in the use of
long wavelengths, two-way operation is
effected on a single wavelength by means
of the single-sideband method of transmission and voice -operated relays. This
arrangement permits of telephone currents traveling in but one direction on
the circuit at any given moment. Single -

of the Bell Telephone Laboratories is

1/4

Short -Wave Receiving Station at Netcong, N. J.
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located at Deal, New Jersey-occupying
the grounds and housed in the building
originally dedicated to the innovation of
exchanging radiotelephone communications between shore and ship stations,
about ten years ago. This is fitting that
the same location should mark the inauguration of two such signal achievements in the art of radiotelephony. The
ship -to -shore experiments were conducted from 1919 to 1922. Quite recently, a marine -service company in California inaugurated a regular radiotelephone service hourly between the Los
Angeles harbor and a fleet of steamers
and tugboats operating in the southern
California waters.
The New Jersey short-wave transmitter for trans-Atlantic communication
is subject to quartz -crystal control, a
thin slab of this mineral-encased in a
constant temperature cabinet-governs
the transmitting frequency or wavelength
with remarkable precision. The shifting from one wavelength to another in
the variable frequency operating schedule is effected in less than ten minutes.
This change in operating wavelengths
merely requires the substitution of one
slab of quartz crystal for another of different thickness and the insertion of different inductance units in the output circuits of the high -frequency amplifier.
These changes in operating conditions
are not only dictated by variations in day
and night periods but by seasonal de19

mands-the change from summer

to
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SIMPLIFIED FORMULAS FOR
REACTANCE

(6.28 X .990 X .000149) = 1057.4
1079.0=21.6 ohms.
By the approximate formula X=
By ARTHUR HOBART
471- X 170 X .01=21.4 ohms,
and how
new link in the radio and telephone comDELIGHTFUL simplification can be much easier it is to check the correctness
munication chains of the Bell Systemmade in radio's most fundamental of your work!
the buildings having been recently
equation, which says that the total
For a 5 -ohm
erected and the equipment newly in- reactance of a series circuit is equal to the impedance circuit tuned to 1000 k.c.,
is 5 ohms to 1000 k.c., and
stalled. Both stations are linked by land the difference between the inductive reV 52+21.42= 22 ohms to 990 k.c., or
wires with communication headquarters actance and the capacitive reactance.
4.4 times greater. So, for equal signal
It is ordinarily expressed as
input, the 1000 k.c. signal is 4.4
wL-1/wC, where X is the reactance in than the 990 k.c. signal at thestronger
circuit
ohms, w is Ir f , f being the frequency in output, or the 990 k.c. signal is less
than
cycles per second, L is the inductance of one-fourth as strong as the 1000
k.c.
the coil and C the capacity of the con- signal.
denser. The circuit is resonant when
The method whereby this approximawL1/wC,the reactance then being zero tion,
and also a very simple exact equaand the impedance to the flow of an tion for reactance,
may be derived is
alternating current being equal solely to an interesting exercise.
At the resonant
the resistance of the circuit.
frequency fR, the inductive reactance is
But the prodigious labor involved in equal to the capacitive reactance,calculating a resonance curve with this 2-irfRL
1/27rfRC, whence L C
formula may be greatly lessened by
and 27rL=1/(2/rfR2C). At
simplifying it to meet the conditions any frequency f, X =27rfL- 1/2irfC:found in practice. As the circuit conditions are constant when it has been (27rf)2LC-1
(27rf) 2
tuned to resonance for a given frequency,
(27rfR)2-1
2 ir f C
the only variable is the non -resonant
2irfC
frequency, for which the impedance is to
f
2
(f
27rL 2-fR2 )
f2
R
be found.
Transmitting Equipment
2r-fR2Cf
f
Thus it is common practice to use a Let
f=fR±d,
f2=fR2+2fRd+d2,
170 microhenry coil with a .0005 micro of the Bell Telephone Laboratories at
f2-fR2
+2fRd+d2=d(±2fR+d)
24 Walker Street, New York City. At farad condenser to cover the broadcast
this point, the two one-way circuits con- band from 550 to 1500 kilocycles. A So X=277Ld(IL-2fR+d) andifd/fR
frequent problem is to determine the
fR -±-- d
verge and are thus transformed into a
two-way circuit for connection through proportionate interference that may be is small, X-4irLd.
caused by a carrier wave in a channel
As an example of the use of the exact
the long-distance switchboard to the lines
close to that to which the circuit is tuned. formula, consider a circuit
tuned
of the Bell System.
1500
The reactance to the tuned frequency k.c., using a 170 microhenry coil.toWhat
This new undertaking of establishing is zero and that to the interfering
two-way radio communication between frequency is approximately X=4irLd is the reactance to 1510 and 1490 k.c.?
271-L
6.2832 X 170 1068.124, d=
America and England on short -waves when d is the difference in megacycles
±.01,
fR=1.5.
between the two frequencies and L is
expressed in microhenries.
X= 1068.124X.01 (±3+.01)
The value of this approximation can
1.5±.01
best be illustrated by a typical problem.
=10.68 X 1.993 or -10.68 X 2.0066
Assume that a circuit consisting of a 170 So the reactance
microhenry coil and a .0005 mfd. con- ohms and to 1490 to 1510 k.c. is 21.28
k.c. is
denser is tuned to 1000 k.c., i.e. X=0 the approximate method, 21.43 ohms. By
X-21.4
at 1000 k.c. What is its reactance to for either case. The magnitude ohms
of the
990 k.c. ?
error introduced by this approximation is
By the standard formula it is first about ± d/2f R, which is negligible in
necessary to find the L C value of the most practical cases.
circuit, either from a published table or
of almost equal simplicity
from the formula L C=1/(2,rf )2, canAnbeequation
developed for a parallel or non which in this case is .02532. From this resonant circuit. Assuming
that the losses
find C as .02532 =1 70-.000149 mfd. due to resistance are
small, and conseThen X=6.28X.990 X 170-1
quently neglecting R, the reactance X of
a parallel circuit is (»L/(1-0)2LC).
Adopting
the same method and notation
in favor of short waves for such longas
in
the
case
of series reactance, this can
distance service. Short waves, it has
be
Speech -Input Monitoring Paned at Transsuccessively
reduced to
also been found, do not travel so nearly
mitting Station
in a bee -line to their destination as do
-2irL fR2 1 ±d/fR
the long wavelengths. The exact path
d
(±2+d/fR) or
should further contribute to our knowl- of short waves, however,
remains to be
+L fR2
edge of a band of frequencies which defined and charted.
Our
knowledge of approximately X=
radio amateurs discovered as having the skip effect and the
d
fading
great intrinsic value. Already, the one- when employing short waves of signals
should be This method is much simpler and easier
way trans -Atlantic communication has contributed to measurably
by this reg- than the usual method of finding susdisclosed that static or atmospheric dis- ular radio service for spanning
the At- ceptances and reactances and is just as
turbances discriminate against long waves lantic Ocean.
accurate.

winter or vice versa, for example.
The short-wave receiving station at
Netcong, New Jersey, is an absolutely

X-

=
1/(277fR)2

-

=

-
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What Is an Underground Antenna ?
By G. M. BEST

Many variations of this
grounded.
method are covered by the `patents, including such an arrangement as is shown
in Fig. 2, in which equal lengths of
buried, shielded wire are placed on each
side of the coupling inductance, and no
ground connection whatsoever is used.

FACH radio season sees the advent
of a crop of devices commonly ad-

vertised under the name of "underground antennas." To read the claims
for such devices, as set forth in their
published advertising and mail circulars,
creates an expectation that they will
give absolute freedom from static,
power line interference, and other annoying noises usually present when a
conventional type of antenna is used, and
at the same time with no sacrifice of
distance, selectivity or other impairment
of operation of the receiving set.
As this seemed too good to be true,
an investigation of the various devices
of this type was made, with a view to determining their merits, if any, and also
to obtain an accurate definition of an
underground antenna as conceived by
its inventors.
The principal patents covering underground antennas were granted to James
Harris Rogers of Hyattsville, Md., in
1919 and 1920, and we understand that
these patents have been sold by Mr.
Rogers to other interests. A study of
the patent papers discloses some very
interesting data, and in Fig. 1, a re -
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ground antenna when buried substantially
parallel with the surface of the earth.
Again thanking you for your esteemed
letter, I beg to remain,
Very truly yours,
JAS. C. ROGERS.
(Signed)
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Fig. 2. Underground Antenna of Equal Sections

Other variations place the shielded cable
on top of the ground but in contact
therewith ; place the cable on supports
so that it is elevated a few inches above
the earth ; and several of the arrangements include grounding of the far end

of the buried cable instead of insulating
it as is done in Figs. 1 and 2.
Dr. Rogers developed his various
underground systems before and during
the World War, his first application
for patents being made on May 2, 1917,
and to him should go the credit for the
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Rogers Underground Antenna

production of one of the many types of
antenna systems covered by Mr. Roger's
patents is shown, as a typical example.
The principal claim covering this type
of antenna defines the antenna as "A
radio signaling system comprising an
antenna extending horizontally substantially parallel to the surface of the
earth and insulated therefrom, a metallic
covering inclosing said antenna but insulated therefrom and in intimate contact with the earth substantially throughout its length, signal instruments associated with said antenna, and a balancing connection on the opposite side of
said instruments."
Referring to Fig. 1 it is obvious that
the underground antenna consists of an
indeterminate length of insulated wire
enclosed in a metal sheath such as a
lead cable, buried sufficiently so that
the sheath is in good electrical contact
with the earth, and parallel to its surface, the lead-in being brought to one
side of the coupling inductance of the
receiver, the opposite end of which is

remarkable work which he did at a time
when radio was in its infancy and the
apparatus with which he had to work
was necessarily of crude form. Being
interested in knowing just what Mr.
Rogers thought of the various so-called
underground antennas being sold to the
general public, a letter was addressed
him on the subject, and the reply thereto
is reproduced below:
ROGERS

RADIO

RESEARCH

LABORATORY

Hyattsville, Maryland
August 22, 1928.

Editor, RADIO
Sir: My brother Dr. J. Harris Rogers,
who is unwell, begs me to acknowledge receipt of your kind letter of August 10, and
to thank you for the credit you propose to
give him for his pioneer work in underground and underwater radio, in your valuable publication.
His attention has been called to various
publications and advertisements of devices
utilizing the underground principle and making exaggerated claims, for which he is in
no way responsible, and which are misleading and unwarranted, and likewise unjust to
himself and to the public.
Referring to the class of devices referred
to in your letter, he is frank to say that in
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Having thus received confirmation of
our opinion from the man best informed
on the subject, a further investigation
was made as to the nature of the various
devices being sold, and the results obtained with them when used with an
average broadcast receiver.
Practically all of them consist of a
metal container, usually sealed and
made of brass or copper, to which is
connected a length of lead-in wire. In
one or two specimens, the container was
filled with a mixture of charcoal and
common salt, the assumption apparently
being that after the device had been
buried for some time, the moisture in
the soil would penetrate the container
and make a better contact between the
lead-in and ground. Some of the patent
grounds which do not claim to be underground antennas have various combinations of chemicals, chiefly copper sulphate, which when combined with moist
soil is supposed to provide an exceptionally good ground. This phase of ground
connections is covered in detail in an
article by Heckert Parker in August,
1928 RADIO.
All of these devices have ordinary rubber and cotton covered lead-in wire,
and the accompanying instructions direct the buyer to install it directly outside the wall of the house, under the

window through which the lead-in wire
is to be brought. From our own experience, when used with a broadcast receiver having an average degree of sensitivity, the results were so poor as to
make the set useless except for local
stations.
Experiments with a real Rogers antenna, similar to Fig. 1, using a sensitive
superheterodyne, showed that a range
of 500 miles at night, in the winter,
might be expected, with loud speaker
volume, from stations having a power
of at least 1000 watts. The static level
was very much lower than when using
an elevated antenna, 40 ft. above the
ground, and 80 ft. long. Although the
21

volume on distant stations was much less
with the underground antenna, a well
defined reduction of static to signal ratio
was noted, and except for stations at distances of over 500 miles, the Rogers antenna was preferable.
However, when using the underground antenna with a 7 -tube tuned r.f.
set of well-known make, the results were
much poorer than those obtained with
the superheterodyne, due of course, to
the lower degree of sensitivity in the
tuned r.f. set. Stations 500 miles away
which came in with good volume with
the elevated antenna, could not be heard
with the underground antenna, and this
performance was made with the underground antenna arranged in such a manner as to receive the signals of the
distant station to the best advantage. On
local stations, however, the performance
of the set was very satisfactory, and
while the static level on the elevated
antenna was so far down as to be barely
noticeable, a difference could be detected when the underground antenna
was used.
So much for the conventional buried
wire in metal conduit. Several of the
buried container antennas were then connected to the superheterodyne, and the
results compared with those obtained
with the Rogers system. Distant stations could not be heard, and only those
locals which were within 6 or 7 miles
of the receiver could be picked up with
sufficient volume to give a satisfactory
performance. In fact, with the superheterodyne, better results were obtained when a good water -pipe ground
connection was used, with no antenna,
than with the buried antenna. Hence,
the conclusion was reached that if the
lead-in from the buried antenna was
cut off close to the ground, and only the
lead-in used, better results would be
had, and this proved to be the case. How
much better it would be, then, for one
to dig a small trench, say six inches
deep, out through the back yard for a
distance of fifty feet or more, and bury
therein a length of lead covered wire,
rather than to spend more money, and

install what actually is nothing but a
high resistance ground, with a small effective capacity thrown in.
It is necessary to give the devil his
due, however, for one device proved to
be quite satisfactory with sets such as
the superheterodyne, and was the nearest
to being an underground antenna of any
of them. This device consisted of a
sealed metal container, in which was
coiled a roll of lead covered wire perhaps 60 ft. long. The wire passed
through a hole in the container, and a
15 ft. piece was provided for the lead-in.
Directions for installation called for
burying the device in a vertical position,
directly under the window through
which the lead-in would pass, and did
not call for any section of buried wire
like the Rogers system.

The station log obtained with this
antenna, using a superheterodyne, proved
that a considerable amount of energy
was being collected by the antenna, and
that as compared with an elevated antenna, it was preferable except for the
reception of extreme distance, in which
case the elevated antenna was by far the
best of the two. But the strangest part
of the whole thing was that when the
coil of wire was removed from the can,
and laid out flat on the ground, the
results were much better than when
the coil was wound up and sealed within
the buried container. "Why not eliminate the metal container then, dig a
trench for the cable the same as for the
Rogers system, and do a real job of it?"
you might ask, but this would never do,
for who would dare ask ten bucks for
75 ft. of lead covered wire ? A copper plated can filled with mystery looks
ever so much more worth while to the
average uninformed radio fan. Of
course, digging the trench is a lot of
bother, and conditions may be such that
there is no room for a real Rogers antenna, which is the best argument the
patent ground makers can bring forth.
A fair idea of how much money must
be made on such devices can be gained
by the writer's experience in answering
a number of advertisements concerning
them, for where the first quotation was
list price, as advertised, subsequent follow-up letters gradually brought the
price down until in one case the reduction amounted to nearly 70 per cent. It
would be foolish to assume that they
were not making a profit even at 70
per cent discount, so the reader can
draw his own conclusions.
The moral of all this is that if you
are satisfied with local reception, a short
elevated antenna will give you the results you want with practically no
static, except in the summer months, and
unless the elevated antenna is impractical
due to the location, the expense of a
factory made underground antenna is
not warranted. If you expect to receive
distant stations, however, do not be
disappointed if you meet with failure,
for while you may find the static level
very much lower than before, you will
probably find the signal level has gone
down in much the same proportion. So
if you buy one, patronize the firm with
the money-back guarantee and here's
hoping you get your money back.

NEW SYSTEM FOR DETERMINING SHIP'S POSITION
A radio acoustic system for determining
the position of a survey ship when it is
beyond the visibility of shore objects has
been developed by the U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey. As described in the Survey's
special publication No. 146, it consists essentially of a radio transmitter at each of two
widely separated shore stations and a radio
receiver on the ship.

Each transmitter automatically radiates a
characteristic signal whenever a submerged
microphone is disturbed by the explosion of
a bomb close to the ship. This disturbance
or noise is also instantaneously transmitted
by a submerged microphone at the ship. At
varying periods of time, depending upon the
distance from the two shore stations, their
radio signals are also received. As the
speed of sound in water is definitely known,
as are also the station locations, the ship's
position may be quickly plotted on the survey map.

When the position of the ship is wanted,
water alongside.
The instant of the explosion is automatically
recorded on a chronograph aboard the ship.
The sound of the explosion disturbs the
submerged microphones at the shore stations
and their resulting characteristic radio signals are received and recorded on the ship's
chronograph. The ship thus obtains the time
of travel of sound in sea -water from her
position to each of the known positions of
the shore station microphones, and therefrom
is figured the distances. This method has
successfully been used with a ship 75 miles
away from the shore stations.
a small bomb is fired in the

RADIO SIGNAL TRANSMISSIONS
OF STANDARD FREQUENCY,
OCTOBER TO MARCH
The Bureau of Standards announces a new
schedule of radio signals of standard frequencies, for use by the public in calibrating frequency standards and transmitting and receiving apparatus. This schedule includes many
of the border frequencies between services as.
set forth in the allocation of the International Radio Convention of Washington which
goes into effect January 1, 1929. The signals
are transmitted from the Bureau's station
WWV, Washington, D. C. They can be
heard and utilized by stations equipped for
continuous -wave reception at distances up to
about 500 to 1000 miles from the transmitting
station.

The transmissions are by continuous -wave
radiotelegraphy. The signals have a slight
modulation of high pitch which aids in their

identification.
Information on how to receive and utilize
the signals is given in Bureau of Standards
Letter Circular No. 171, which may be obtained by applying to the Bureau of Standards, Washington, D. C. Even though only
a few frequency points are received, persons
can obtain as complete a frequency meter
calibration as desired by the method of generator harmonics, information on which is
given in the letter circular. The schedule
of standard frequency signals is as follows:

RADIO SIGNAL TRANSMISSIONS OF STANDARD FREQUENCY
Schedule of Frequencies in Kilocycles
Eastern Standard Time
Oct. 22
Nov. 20
Dec. 20
Jan. 21 Feb. 20
10:00-10:08 P. M.
1500
550
4000
125
550

:12-10 :20
:24-10 :32
10:36-10:44
10 :48-10:56
11:00-11:08
11:12-11:20
11:24-11:32
10
10

600
650
800
1000
1200
1400
1500
www.americanradiohistory.com

1700

2250
2750
2850
3200
3500
4000

4200
4400
4700
5000
5500
5700
6000

150

200
250
300
375

450
550

600
650
800
1000
1200
1400
1500

Mar. 20
1500
1700
2250
2750
2850
3200
3500

4000

L
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Electric Phonograph Pick-up Units
A Description of Their Methods of Operation and Suggestions for Improvement
of Tone Quality
By FRANCIS CHURCHILL
many different phonograph
pick-up units are available, but
little information is given as to
their proper use. An electric pick-up
unit usually consists of a permanent
magnet, a field coil and a moving armature. The armature is actuated either
directly or through a link coupling, by
the phonograph needle. The magnetic
type is the most popular and seems to
have the best frequency characteristic.
The frequency at which the needle,
moves across the groove of the record
determines the pitch of the sound produced. The needle mov,es an armature,
which in turn generates a voltage in
the field coil, since it is cutting lines of
force produced by the permanent magnet. This voltage is then applied to an
audio frequency amplifier and loud
speaker and is reproduced as sound.
As the design of the pick-up unit
cannot be easily changed by the experimenter, the output frequency characteristics are not variable for a particular
unit. That unit may not be very good
on the low frequencies, or perhaps on the
high frequencies, but by proper use it
may be made to give satisfaction.
WHILE
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tion, the maximum impedance across the
transformer will be somewhat less than
that of the pick-up unit, which means
a fairly low impedance at any volume
control setting. This is desirable because
the characteristic of the first audio transformer stays the same, as does the complete amplifier.
Let's see what happens when such a
low impedance is connected across the
amplifier. Curve A in Fig. 3 is that of a
popular type of audio transformer when
connected across a detector tube having
about 20,000 ohms plate impedance.
Curve B shows the same transformer
with a pick-up unit across it. Due to the
lower impedance, the low frequency
response is much better and the transformer is nearly perfect on the lower
end. However, the upper end has an
enormous peak. Tests on a number of
makes of transformers showed the same
effect with the peak ranging from 4,000
to 7,000 cycles. Such a peak would
cause over -amplification of the higher
frequencies and needle scratch.
All audio transformers have a certain
amount of leakage reactance and the
secondaries have distributed capacity and
capacity to ground, as well as the input
capacity of the vacuum tube across it.
All of these capacities resonate with the
leakage reactance in such a way as to

that the pick-up unit works into, in
effect, an infinite impedance, then a more
uniform voltage output would be obtained for all frequencies. However, in
such a case the primary of the first audio
transformer would be across a variable
impedance, depending upon the volume
control setting, and so would not
amplify uniformly.
Considering only the first transformer
in the usual two -stage audio amplifier,
the impedance across its primary should
not be over 10,000 to 20,000 ohms.
With impedances higher than this the
low frequencies are lost, as also are
generally the high frequencies. This
means a peaked amplifier and poor tone
quality. This is likely to happen at certain volume control settings if the resistance happens to be greater than
50,000 ohms. With this same arrangement at very low volume settings or at
the highest settings, the primary of the
audio transformer will be connected
across a low impedance, which will improve the low frequency response and
also the high end. This is undesirable,
since changing the volume causes a
change in quality.
A good way to get around this trouble
is to connect the volume control as an
ordinary variable resistance in shunt to
the pick-up unit. With such a connecso
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Fig. 1 (a) and (b) show the usual
methods of connecting a unit into the
audio amplifier of a radio set. The
ordinary pick-up unit has an impedance
of about 1000 ohms at the low f requencies and may rise as high as 20,000
ohms at 5000 cycles, as shown in Fig. 2,
whose curves were made with a standard
impedance bridge and are typical.
When such a unit is connected as
shown in Fig. 1 (a), the high frequencies
may be lost if the volume control is of.
too low a value, since the load would
then be equal to the pick-up or generator impedance at the lower frequencies.
If the resistance is made high enough
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Resistance, Inductance and Impedance Curves of Typical Pick-up Unit
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cause a peak in the high frequency range.
This leakage reactance can be increased
by adding an external inductance in the
primary circuit, which is exactly what
we have done when connecting the
pick-up unit across the primary. Naturally the lower the resistance in series
with this resonant circuit effect, the
higher will be the resultant peak. The
pick-up unit has a fairly low resistance
and so the curve B of Fig. 3 is obtained.
There are two ways of overcoming this
peak but first let us see whether it is
desirable to eliminate it.
If the rest of the audio amplifier is
not peaked on the high frequencies, such
a peak in the first transformer can be
put to good use. When the volume control resistance has a maximum value of
say 10,000 ohms, the pick-up unit will
not give a good high frequency response
and the lower this value of resistance
the poorer the response. Then the peak
in the amplifier practically offsets the
droop` in output of the pick-up unit and
so an excellent sound output is obtained
over the whole range of frequencies.
Suppose that the amplifier has too
high a peak or that the pick-up unit has
naturally a greater output at high frequencies, then it would be desirable to
eliminate this peak. This can be easily
done in two ways ; by inserting a 10,000 or 20,000 ohm resistance directly
in series with the transformer primary,
or by inserting a higher resistance in the
grid return of the secondary.
The first scheme has the objection of
causing a drop in the low frequencies as
well as the highs, since the curve A will
generally be obtained, but it has the ad-

,

I

vantage of being very simple to install,
since it can be external to the radio receiver. The middle frequencies are not
diminished, since even 20,000 ohms is
only a very small portion of the transformer primary impedance at these middle frequencies.
The second scheme has the advantage
of not affecting the low frequencies but
does drop the higher ones. It has the
disadvantage of having to be inserted in
the audio amplifier and should not be
used with a detector tube input, since
the high frequencies would be practically
lost.
Fig. 4 (a) and 4 (b) show the connections for these two schemes. In the latter,
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Unit. (In 4b the volume control resistance
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the resistance R will vary between 50,000 ohms and 250,000 for different
types of pick-up units and audio transformers. Its action is as follows: There
is a capacity between the two windings
of the transformer which is charged by
the secondary induced voltage. The
charging current flows to ground through
this resistance R, causing an emf opposite to that of the secondary induced emf
in its effect on the grid of the tube. Thus
one voltage counteracts the other and so
the hump on the high frequencies is reduced. At lower frequencies the charging current is less, due to the higher reactance and so the very low frequencies
are unaffected.
Often the pick-up unit does not deliver enough voltage to properly operate
the audio amplifier and loud speaker.
When this occurs an intermediate impedance matching transformer may be used
as shown in Fig. 4 (c) or the unit may be
connected across the grid of the detector
tube.
Curve C, Fig. 3 was obtained when
such a transformer was used in conjunction with the first audio transformer.
The rising low frequency response was
obtained evidently from the effect of impedance matching at the very low frequencies, with a corresponding drop for
all higher frequencies. Curve C does not
show the voltage gain when using this
step-up transformer but merely shows
the frequency response with 1000 cycles
per second as a reference.
Fig. lb shows the method of connecting the pick-up unit and volume control into the grid of a detector tube. This
can be most conveniently done by means
of a flat adapter which will slip over
the grid and negative filament prongs or
cathode of an a.c. tube, after which the
detector tube can be inserted in its socket.
The volume control should be connected
to ground and should be at least 50,000
ohms. A 500,000 ohm potentiometer
would be more suitable and a more uniform frequency response would be obtained.
As stated before, the low frequency
response with this last arrangement will
not be as good as when the unit is connected directly across the audio transformer, but more gain will be obtained
since the detector tube is used as an amplifier. There will be no high frequency
peak, at least no more than when used
for radio reception, but the pick-up unit
will give more output at the high f requencies. Scratch filters may be used if
the needle scratch is objectionable,
though if the pick-up unit is used properly, such a filter is unnecessary.
Phonograph records are cut laterally.
To prevent the cuts from cutting through
to the next groove, the very low notes
are undercut or in effect, attenuated.
With a good dynamic speaker mounted
in a large cabinet or baffleboard, the
audio amplifier may be made to have a
(Continued on Page 47)

Radio Picture Transmission and Reception
Photoelectric Equipment and Methods for Visual Communication
By JOHN P. ARNOLD, Departmental Editor
SOME of the

future possibilities of the

electrical transmission of photographs
were strikingly demonstrated when
signals, emanating from radiophone apparatus installed in the cabin of an airplane,
flying a mile above the city of Philadelphia on the afternoon of August 14,
were picked up by Station WFI in that
city and rebroadcast for radio listeners
who were equipped with picture receiving apparatus.
Due to the vibration of a wind -driven
generator which supplied the power for
the radio transmitter, the results were
not highly satisfactory .as far as the
quality of the received pictures was
concerned. But the demonstration itself,
probably the first in the history of photo telegraphy, marked an epoch in the application of still picture transmission to
modern problems such as the dissemination of military information to numerous
points along a battle front, the location
of forest fires by aerial patrols, and the
transmission of photographs of impor -

mum input of 75 watts, was mounted in
the cockpit. A 65 -ft. "fish line" antenna
was used.
The flight over the central section of
the city required more than an hour.

A REVOLUTIONARY LIGHTSENSITIVE CELL

o

Half an hour was needed for the plane
to gain the high altitude necessary to
throttle down the engine so that it would

tant events while an airplane

is

in

flight.

The experiment was undertaken
jointly by the Philadelphia airport, Ludington Philadelphia Flying Service, Inc.,
Station WFI of the Strawbride & Clothier Store and the Radiovision Corp. of
New York. A Cooley "rayfoto" transmitter was installed in the cabin of a
Fairchild monoplane. The short-wave
radiotelephone equipment, having a maxi-

these columns have already been introduced to the wellknown types of photoelectric cells ; that
is, those which employ the alkali metals
or selenium as the light-sensitive material. Still another type is the photovoltaic cell which is an important development in photoelectric cell construction. It is quite likely that the recent
perfection of this cell will solve some
very troublesome problems in the field
of visual communication and in the improvement of various sound recording
and reproducing devices for which lightsensitive cells are commonly employed.
To go back a bit to the early period of
photoelectric history. In 1873 Willoughby Smith observed a phenomenon
which is now designated as the photo resistive effect. In this case the substance
changes (usually lowers) its electrical
resistance when light falls upon its surface. The effect is observable in selenium, molybdenite, the metallic sulphides, oxides and various other crystalline forms. Selenium cells were the first
to be used for practical engineering
work ; but their response is very slow.
The so-called true photoelectric effect,
first noted by Hertz in 1887 and later
more fully investigated by Hallwachs,
refers to the emission of electrons from
a metal or compound when illuminated.
Stated in other words, a photoelectric
body loses a negative charge due to the
action of light. Potassium or the other
alkali metals are usually employed for
the construction of such cells.
The photovoltaic effect is a case where
an electromotive force is generated between two metals in an electrolyte as
the result of the action of light on one
of the metals. The discovery of this
effect extends back many years, probably
before either the photo -resistive or photoelectric phenomena were observed. In
any event, in 1878, Sabine designed the
first practical photovoltaic cell, employing selenium deposited on an aluminum
READERS of

Reproduction of Received Radio Picture
Colonel Lindbergh

Picture Transmitting Equipment in Plane

verts the audio -frequencies, which would
ordinarily be fed into a loudspeaker in
speech reception, into ultra-violet light
variations radiated from a needle -point
stylus. The light impressions are recorded on sensitive photographic paper,
producing a positive reproduction of the
transmitted pictures. It requires but
three minutes to make a 4 x 5 picture
consisting of 100,000 image impressions.

not interfere with radio transmission.
Photographs of Col. Lindbergh and
Graham MacNamee, which had previously been converted to a "sound record" on a phonograph disc in accordance with the usual method employed in
the Cooley system, were transmitted.
Although this demonstration did not include the actual photographic operations
of taking, developing and preparing the
pictures for transmission aboard the plane,
there would he no difficulties in carrying out these steps on an airplane especially equipped for this work.
The airplane was piloted by Robert
P. Hewitt, assisted by John Busher,
and the broadcasting apparatus was
operated by John J. Leitch, Federal
Radio Inspector of the Third District.
The picture signals were received on
a short-wave receiving set on the roof
of Station WFI and rebroadcast on that
station's regular wavelength.
Essentially the system of transmission
consists in converting the light and shade
of a photograph into audio -frequency impulses which are received on a conventional radio receiver and converted to
light impulses by a three -tube amplifier oscillator circuit. This apparatus conRADIO FOR NOVEMBER, 1928
www.americanradiohistory.com
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plate for this purpose. Cells of this type
consist of two electrodes immersed in a
liquid or electrolyte and, in operation,
do not require the use of an external
battery as is necessary in using selenium
or potassium cells.
Although this particular effect was
discovered many years ago and although
various combinations of electrodes and

second, have failed to reveal any fatigue.
Moreover, there are additional reasons
for believing that these cells may be used
for practically all applications which require a high frequency of response. The
credit for the perfection of the photovoltaic cell is due to Samuel Wein, of
the Radiovision Corporation, New York,
who has also made other valuable contributions to the science of photoelec-

Photovoltaic Potential: The voltage
illumination curves (Fig. 1) indicate
that the potentials are proportional to
the incident illumination; the apparent
deviations from this generalization are
doubtless due mainly to the difficulty
of measuring closely the distance of the
illuminated plate from the source at

tricity.

s

The construction of this cell may be
studied by referring to the accompanying
picture. Two metallic plates, rigidly

/

supported and separated about
in.
from each other, are immersed in an
electrolyte contained in a cylindrical
glass bulb, 1Y2 in. in diameter and about
in. long. The cell is fitted with a
radio base and the electrodes are connected by wires to the prongs which correspond to the plate and grid of a radio
tube.
By connecting a very sensitive meter
in series with the electrodes, a large
deflection will be noticed when one of
the plates is illuminated. In direct sunlight, the writer has obtained deflections
of
milliampere when the cell is exposed. When an opaque screen is interposed between the cell and light, the
pointer of the meter immediately falls
to zero. While such relatively small
deflections may seem insignificant to the
lay reader, it is enough to make the informed experimenter sit up and take notice, since such results are unusual in
this type of cell.
This cell may be temporarily sensitized in the following manner. When
the terminals of the cell are connected
to a 45 -volt battery for about 10 seconds, the battery then removed and a
meter substituted, deflections of several
milliamperes-in fact, three or four
times the value before sensitizing-have
been observed. The effect of this charging gradually diminishes and disappears
in about an hour, but the charge can be
renewed as often as desired. The makers
of the cell are planning to insert an
auxiliary electrode between the two
metal plates, serving a purpose similar
to that of the grid in a radio tube, by
means of which a constant charge may
be maintained indefinitely.
However,
it is not necessary for the cell to be
charged, since its output is sufficient to
operate sensitive relays directly.
Further characteristics of these cells
may be gathered from the curves illustrating this article, and from the following facts which were taken from laboratory tests:
Current Output: In very feeble light
the cells furnish a current of the order
of 10-6 amperes.
Internal Resistance: The internal resistance of five cells measured at 1000
cycles in the conventional manner ranged
from 15 to 52 ohms, with an average
of 32 ohms.

M.V.

4
2

4/

/

Photovoltaic Cell.

(Radiovision Corp.)

electrolytes have been tried, satisfactory
results were rarely achieved. It would
be tedious to describe the reasons why the
development of this type of cell was
neglected all of these years; it will suffice
to mention that the general belief is that
fatigue precludes any successful results
with them. As we learn more about the
matter of fatigue, in regard to the photoelectric cell, it is conceded that the emission of electrons is an intrinsic property
of the light-sensitive material, and that
strong fatigue characteristics are often
due to secondary causes which improved
design is constantly eliminating.
Although it is too early to say that
this is also true in the case of photovoltaic cells, nevertheless, careful laboratory tests, which would detect a delay in
response of the order of hundredths of a
26
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Fig. 1. Poltage -Illumination Curves for
Photovoltaic Cell Whose Plates Are
Designated as "Pin" and "Back"

high light values. At low intensities,
between 10 and 20 -foot candles, there is
apparently a critical phenomenon, for
nearly every plate exhibits a peculiar
reaction as evidenced by change of curvature in the characteristic curve.
Spectral Sensitivity: A measure of the
sensitivity of this type of cell to different
spectral colors (Fig. 2) was obtained by
means of Wratten light filters. The light
source was a tungsten filament lamp
with a concentrated filament supplied
4
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Fig.2. Wavelength Sensitivity Curve
by a storage battery.

The curve shown
purely qualitative as is any obtained
by filters which pass a relatively wide
band of frequencies. The cell shows a
rather marked selective effect in the
yellow. This rapidly decreases in the
green and changes sign (positive to negative) in the blue. In the blue -violet
the potential has reached an appreciable
value of the opposite sign. The various
spectral colors, red, orange, yellow,
green, blue and violet are denoted by
R, O, etc., in Fig. 2.
As has been previously noted the new
photovoltaic cell may be employed for
all the ordinary applications for which
the other types of light-sensitive cells are
used, with the additional advantage of
not requiring external batteries.
is

A PHOTOELECTRIC AMPLIFIER
HE practical employment of photoelectric cells involves as a rule the

amplification of the extremely minute
photoelectric current. To accomplish
this purpose the cell is connected to the
input of a vacuum tube amplifier.
For delicate measuring work or for
amplifiers designed for "still" picture
transmission or television, steady sources
of potential are required ; the usual A,
B, and C batteries and, in addition, a
fourth or D battery, as it is sometimes
called, may be used to charge the photoelectric cell. The use of a power tube
in conjunction with the cell requires
batteries, of several hundred volts, depending on the types of cell and tube.
Where photoelectric cells are used to
control power circuits through a relay
or for other similar purposes, variations
in the supply source are not particularly
harmful and it is possible therefore to
design amplifiers which have the advantages of greater convenience and lower
cost. Circuits have been devised to operate directly from a.c. or d.c. power circuits, although these are not as satisfactory as the "eliminator" described
here.
The circuits differ merely in the placing of the photoelectric cell and were
described in a paper by Fox, Rood and
Marburger in the Journal of the Optical Society of America for December,
1927. The specific purpose for which
this apparatus was designed was to control a laboratory clock by photoelectric
signals; but the amplifier itself is suitable for many other useful applications
of photoelectric cells.
The circuit diagrams require no particular explanation since they are not
unusual in any way. It is necessary,
however, to mention that the photoelectric cell should be inclosed in a light tight box, preferably fitted with an iris
diaphram to control the beam of light

e

yPl.Hllr

RR YTf.f ON

The parts which are suggested for the
construction of this power amplifier are the
following.
1 Photoelectric cell, gas or vacuum type.
1 UX-210 Power Tube.
1 Type 365 General Radio transformer.
1 Raytheon BH tube.
1 Mershon 30 MF electrolytic condenser.
1250 ohm Ghegan relay.
2 Daven grid leaks, 7 meg and 0.1 meg.
1 Bradleystat.

which falls within. The source of light
may be an ordinary incandescent filament lamp. The photoelectric cell used
by the authors of the above -mentioned
paper was a potassium hydride, gas filled cell.
In operation, when light falls upon
the sensitive cathode of the cell, the
"light signal" charges the grid of the
vacuum tube and actuates the relay in
its plate circuit. The relay can be made
to operate any apparatus that is designed.

A NEW TYPE OF SELENIUM
CELL
extremely simple process of makselenium cells was recently deingAN
scribed by R. E. Martin in the April,
1928 Journal of the Optical Society of
America. This simplicity of construction should appeal to experimenters who
are interested in making light-sensitive
cells and especially those who must work
with limited resources.
Powdered vitreous selenium is placed
in a pyrex test tube and heated to
slightly above its melting point (217
deg. C.) in an electric furnace or over
a Bunsen flame. The selenium is then
allowed to cool slowly and, as the temperature decreases, it becomes more plastic. By turning the tube nearly upside
down, the viscous selenium can be
poured from the edge of the tube in long
cylindrical threads, the diameters of
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which depend upon the temperature. The
size of the threads which were found to
be most suitable for making up into
cell form were about 2 cm. long and
0.1 cm. (79 x .039 in.) in diameter.
The annealing or rendering the selenium light-sensitive is the next step to
be undertaken. A thread of selenium
is placed on a piece of glass or mica
which rests on a copper plate. This is
heated from below by an open flame or,
preferably, by an electric heater, the

latter permitting better temperature
As the temperature is
regulation.
gradually raised to about 130 deg. C.
(266 deg. F.) , the selenium changes
from a shiny black material to the familiar dull grey of the light-sensitive
crystalline variety. After the thread is
entirely crystallized, the temperature is
slowly raised toward the melting point
and the thread is observed through a
small magnifying glass. When the first
signs of melting are noticed (that is, as
soon as the crystalline structure shows
signs of disappearing), the temperature
is immediately lowered 6 or 7 degrees
and held constant for about 30 minutes.
Again the temperature is gradually lowered to about 180 deg. C. (357 deg. F.),
held there for several hours, and finally
reduced slowly to room temperature.

Fig.1. Construction of Selenium Cell

The electrodes or terminals of the
cell are now attached. These may be
fine wires of platinum, nickel or copper
which are passed through the holes previously drilled in the glass or mica insulating base and bind the selenium
tightly to it. The advantage of this
form of construction is that the electrodes may be attached after the cell
has been annealed, since the metal of the
electrodes combines with the selenium to
produce metallic selenides, a combination which is thought to be detrimental
to the action of the cell.
When this cell is connected in series
with a battery and a current measuring
instrument (0 to 15 scale milliammeter),
a current flows through the cell even
in the dark. Exposure to light lowers
the electrical resistance of the selenium
and the pointer of the milliammeter will
indicate this by moving to a higher value
according to the intensity of the light.
These cells have a resistance of about
megohm.
Selenium fumes are poisonous, especially affecting the delicate membranes
of the throat. Therefore, the experimenter should work either in the open
air or carry out the heating under a
hood as used in chemical laboratories.
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SYNCHRONOUS MOTORS FOR
VISUAL COMMUNICATION
a recent paper

As some of the problems of photo-

electricity and electrical image transmission are highly technical, and consequently not of general interest to the
average reader, such problems are
often not fully treated in these columns. But in order that we may be
of service to the more advanced experimenter, we will gladly answer specific questions of this nature by mail.
There is no other obligation than that
the correspondent accompany such requests for information with a self-addressed, stamped envelope. Address the
communication to John P. Arnold,
541 S. Yewdell Street, Philadelphia,
Penn.

T. Thorne Baker

INobserves that the attainment of absolute synchronism between transmitting

and receiving equipment is one of the
chief reasons for the success of modern
phototelegraphic systems, as the greatest
failures in the early days of this means
of communication were largely due to
the lack of perfect timing between the
apparatus of the two stations.
The earlier methods of obtaining synchronism included the use of electrically
controlled clocks, pendulums, etc. The
so-called "stop -start" system was also in
vogue. By this method the receiving
cylinder was turned over at a rate
slightly in excess of that of the transmitting cylinder and was stopped at the
completion of each revolution by some
mechanical means until a signal from
the sending station released it as the
transmitting cylinder began the next
revolution. This system, while simple
and economical, is not very effective in
the transmission of photographs in which
a high grade of reproduction is demanded.
Synchronism for television is only another name for trouble raised to the
nth power. When it is seen that the
sending of a single picture in about four
minutes involves difficulties, the synchronizing of apparatus which must deal
with about sixteen pictures per second,
might seem to come under the head of
impossibilities, although someone has said
that the word should be banished from
the dictionary.
At any rate, modern television experimenters, with very few exceptions, employ synchronous motors. Motors of
this type are controlled by the application of a pulsating current. They are
used, of course, to rotate the conventional Nipkow disc or some similar device which scans the scene or object before the transmitter, and recomposes the
image at the receiving station.
Alternating current motors for this
work must
built in accordance with
rigid specifications to obtain satisfactory
results. The motor should be of the induction type, which does not rely upon
a commutator either for starting or running. Since this motor must be placed
rather close to the amplifying apparatus,
a sparking commutator would create
electrical disturbances which seriously
distort the pictures. The ideal motor
should be silent in operation and free
from hum. Moreover, the motor at
the receiving station must be so designed
that, by inserting a suitable control
mechanism in the form of a switch, and
a variable resistance, reactance, or a combination of the two, its speed may be
changed to and kept constant with the
speed of the motor of the transmitting
end of the system.
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A recent engineering test of the requirements of motors employed for driving television scanning discs has revealed
some interesting facts. The scanning disc
as used for television reception is usually
anywhere from 9 to 24 in. in diameter,
1/16 to
in. thick, and is often made
of aluminum, although other metals and
some materials like Bakelite are used.
Such discs can be driven by 1/15 h. p.,
110 -volt, 60 -cycle, single-phase motors.
With a perfectly true 15 -in. disc, such
a motor runs within 50 or 75 revolutions of the synchronous speed.
In order to reduce the speed to that
required for the particular television system, it is only necessary to place a series
resistance in the circuit with a means of
short-circuiting about 15 per cent of the
resistance. For example, a 15 -in. disc,
/-in. thick, with a required speed of
1080 revolutions, needs a fixed resistance
of 160 ohms, with a switch shunted
across 25 or 30 ohms for the purpose of

resistance, with approximately 5 ohms to
be short-circuited for adjustment, assuming the use of a 15 -in. disc turning
at a speed of 1080 r.p.m.
With a load of this kind, it is possible to produce any speed from about
1700 r.p.m. down to 300 and maintain
it very easily by the selection of the
proper amount of resistance placed in
the supply lead. A mechanical resistance, such as fins or blades attached to
the scanning disc, helps to stabilize and
enables the operation to more rapidly
synchronize the receiving motor with the

transmitter.
Although the 1/15 h. p. motor
OUTPUT
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control.
Although this method has proved
fairly successful, there is another way of
obtaining more stable operation. As a
flat disc is practically a frictionless load
upon a motor, it is an advantage to load
it in some way. For instance, if six
small blades, 1 by 2 in. are placed
around the circumference of the scanning disc, a slight load is placed on the
motor, enabling the receiving operator to
hold the speed of the disc more constant
because the motor then responds to
changes in speed much more readily. The
motor will require only 30 ohms fixed
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Fig. 1. Circuit Diagram of Television
Receiving Equipment

satisfactory in the case of scanning discs
of from 9 to 15 inches, when larger sizes
are used or heavier loads are involved
the
h. p. Baldor condenser type motor
will be more suitable for the work. A
motor of this type is shown in the accompanying illustration and is employed in both transmitting and receiving stations. Such motors can also be
used for synchronizing in "still" picture

/

systems.

The circuit diagram (Fig. 1) shows
the use of such a motor with the usual
television receiving equipment. The
operator views the illuminated plate of
the neon tube, the brightness of which
varies in accordance with the television
signals, through the scanning disc. When
the motor gets slightly out of step with
the transmitter, which will be noted
when the image appears to be "out of
frame," the short-circuiting switch may
be closed, speeding up the disc slightly
or, when open, the speed is somewhat decreased. In this way, synchronism is
maintained between the transmitting and
receiving discs.

The Unholy Writ

IA

H. P. Baldor Condenser Type Motor
(Interstate Elec. Co.)
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MAKE no bones

about defying
the lexicographer when it suits
our fancy to torment the language of
our fathers; yet the recent verbal atrocity, "to televise," causes a rill of shudders to course our spine. We look forward with horror to the possibility of
the report that some operatic tenor was
"highly enthused to have been televised
and broadcasted to an admiring world."
WE

PICTURES TRANSMITTED IN
ONE MINUTE AT RADIO
SHOW
apparatus capable of
picking electrical impulses out of
the air and converting them in less than
one minute into a complete 5x7 photograph was demonstrated at the New
York Radio World's Fair. This apparatus, developed in the research laboratories of the Westinghouse Electric and
Manufacturing Company, has been used
in experimental transmissions over short
waves from Station KDKA at East
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Because of the difficulty in securing
radio wave channel assignment, the demonstrations at Madison Square Garden
used wires, rather than air channels,
for the transmission of the pictures.
Westinghouse engineers state, however,
that the equipment functions equally as
well by radio as by wire within the
limits of fading and static.
. The Westinghouse apparatus employs
standard photographic processes for
making pictures. Its pictures are made
by the exposure of sensitized paper to
light, in exactly the same way pictures
are customarily made in photographic
studios.
ARADIOPHOTO

Dr. Vladimir K. Zworykin, Westinghouse
Research Engineer., Inserting One of His
Photoelectric Cells Into the Radiophoto Transmitter

In addition to ordinary short wave
transmitting apparatus, the system uses
three principal pieces of equipment: a
sending set, a receiving set, and a "synchronizer."
In the sending set, an ordinary photograph or manuscript is placed on a cylinder which rotates slowly and at the
same time moves forward longitudinally.
In this way, every point on the picture
comes within the range of a tiny beam
of light. By a system of mirrors, the

beam of light is reflected at an angle
from the photograph to a photoelectric
cell, which gives out an electrical impulse corresponding in intensity to the
degree of light or shadow of the particular pin-head of space on the photograph covered by the beam of light at

stant frequency note which regulates the
speed of identical synchronous motors
driving the two cylinders.
The finished photographs, after passing through the "dark -room" processes
of developing and drying, correspond in

practically every detail with the originals. If the pictures are held two feet
away, it is impossible to tell the original
from the copy which has been sent
through the air.

SCANNING FOIBLES

Westinghouse Radiophoto Receiving Set

that particular moment. This procedure, in other equipments, generally requires that a transparency be prepared.
For radio transmission, the feeble currents given out by the photoelectric
cell pass through three stages of amplification and then go by wire to the radio
broadcasting station, which may be located a short or long distance from the
radiophoto sending set. There the light
waves, already converted into electricity,
go out into the ether in the form of
radio waves. At KDKA, the short-wave
63 -meter channel was used.
At the receiving end, which could be
situated anywhere within the effective
range of short waves, a standard short
wave receiving set is used to pick the
impulses out of the air. The impulses
are carried to a special lamp, which
flickers according to the fluctuations in
intensity of the current. The light
from this lamp is focussed into a tiny
beam which plays on a cylinder moving
in the same ways and at the same speed
as the cylinder at the sending end. This
cylinder is covered with sensitized paper,
and as the light falls on it with varying
brightness, a series of impressions of
varying degree are made on the paper,
which, when "developed," present a
facsimile of the picture placed on the
sending cylinder.
An essential feature of this system is
that the cylinders at the sending set and
at the receiving set rotate and move forward at exactly the same speed. To accomplish this very difficult feat is the
duty of the "synchronizer." Synchronization is accomplished by the transmission, over the same wavelength used for
the radiophoto transmission, of a conRADIO FOR NOVEMBER, 1928
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Aristarchus, a Greek and astronomer
of classical times, noted that the moon
has always providentially avoided collisions with our earthly planet. Feeling
called upon to exploit away this perverse circumstance, he did so by recourse to the principle which Huygens,
later, denominated vis centrifuga, a
phrase which seems to denote, being
translated, the centrifugal force of the
physics textbooks. To bring this paragraph up to the very minute, we may
point out that the conventional scanning
disc for television is an excellent example
of the tendency of parts of rotating systems to move away from their center of
circumvolution. We mention this because it has been brought to our attention by experimenters who have been
treated to impromptu demonstrations of
the phenomenon that a disc, insecurely
attached to a motor shaft, may depart
from thence on a tangential and destructive journey and end up abruptly and
partially buried in a wall or ceiling or,
mayhap, in some other semi -inert body
which stands in its path. Thus, by the
operation of the very principle which
Aristarchus believed governed the movements of the heavenly orb, a scanning
disc will perform certain parabolic peregrinations which may reduce a parlour
laboratory to debris and an ardent experimenter to sampling the contents of
the arnica bottle. Such happenings are
to be deplored; yet to suggest the remedy
partakes of the obvious.
Satisfactory radio reception for all
tenants in an apartment house may be
secured from an untuned antenna and a
centrally located r.f. amplifier having a
flat characteristic for all broadcast wavelengths. The amplified r.f. current corresponding to each channel may then be
separated by a system of filters or fixed
tuners. The amplified detector output
from each channel can be conducted to
a terminal board in each apartment.
This board may be equipped with a number of jacks into any one of which the
listeners can plug a loudspeaker cord.
By providing each jack circuit with a resistance unit having the same impedance
as the speaker, a listener may change
from one channel to another without
affecting the volume of reception in other
apartments.
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Radio Aids Air Races
By WALLACE S. WIGGINS

0

the 350,000 people who watched
the 1928 National Air Races from
the grandstands at Mines Field,
Los Angeles, from September 8 to 16,
not to mention other thousands who
failed to get closer than the gates, it is
probable that only a few hundred were
aware of the important part played by
amateur radio in contributing to the success of this great event. The contribution was not "spectacular" in the
common meaning of the word in comparison to the hair-raising aerobatics of
the contestants, but in the minds of the
officials it exceeded all expectations for
its utility. The Amateur Radio Research
Club of Los Angeles, affiliated with the
American Radio Relay League, saw
their opportunity to render a service.
With the assistance of radio friends,
they rendered this service to their credit.
In addition to the transcontinental
and international races which finished
at the field, several races were scheduled
daily over distances of 25 to 120 miles
around courses of five and ten miles
each. The courses were marked by
"pylons"-steel towers flying the "wind
sock" at the top and having black and
red checkered sides for greater visibility.
As the planes circled the pylons, observers checked them according to their
lap numbers and closely watched for
fouling or cutting pylons, forced landings, plane trouble of any kind, crashes,
etc., which made it necessary to have
speedy and reliable communication from
pylon to pylon and with the judges'
stand at the field. Many minor needs
for fast communication developed as the
races progressed.
Signals by flags or semaphore between
pylons were obviously impractical because of distances. Telegraph and telephone were too expensive and the time
was too short for such installations. As
a last resort, radio seemed to be the only
practical solution to the problem, but the
expense likely to be incurred might
amount to more than the cost of either
telephone or telegraph. The air meet
was not intended to be a financial profiteering stunt, but rather as a means of
contributing to the "air-mindedness" of
southern California, in which endeavor
it certainly succeeded.
M. E. McCreery, 6LJ, was a member
of the committee on communications as
sponsored by the Los Angeles Junior
Chamber of Commerce. He saw the
need of the race officials and put up the
proposition to Robert Parrish, 6QF,
president of the A. R. R. C. Parrish
took the proposition to the members of
the club who gave their hearty approval
of the stunt and conferred upon their
30
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the following words : "QST QST DE

6EMF RACE ABOUT TO START
QRX (Stand by) FOR QST TON
(Take-off numbers) ."
The operators at the pylons inform

Bert Fox at 6EMI, Transmitter Constructed
by Don Champion, 6FA

president full authority to supezvise the
job-and a generous share of the work.
Licenses were obtained from the Commission for five stations : one for each of
three pylons, one for the judges' stand,
and one for an aeronautical exhibit
booth in the exposition. "Bob" Parrish,
manager of the Pacific Engineering Laboratory Co., supplied the main transmitters and a few receivers. Other transmitters and receivers were supplied by
members of the club.
The pylons were not supplied with
power, so portable power was necessary.
The final decision was for batteries, but
how could they pay for them ? The
average radio club never gets endowments. At least 350 volts were necessary
at each pylon to supply plate current to
the
-watt transmitting tubes in
tuned -plate tuned -grid circuits. Storage
batteries were needed for all filament
supply, but there was no means for recharging them. What to do ? The
answers to these questions came in the
form of friendly cooperation of the
French Battery Co., the Durkee Thomas
Corp., and the Western Auto Supply
who furnished all the batteries and tubes
without charge.
From an inclosed box at the top of
the crowded grandstand, a splendid view
of the field was had by the operator at
"6EMF." Directly in front of the
stand was Pylon Number 1. Off to the
right and to the west could be seen Pylon
Number 2, at a distance of a mile. Here
was located station 6EMH. On a line
south of the grandstand and about two
miles away was Pylon Number 3, with
station 6EMI. Pylon Number 4, two
and a half miles farther on and in line
with Pylons 2 and 3, was designated as
station 6EME. It was five miles around
Pylons 1, 2 and 3, and ten miles around
all four pylons.
Let's watch a race! Here are six
planes at the starting line ready for the
720 cu. in. event. The planes are "at
rest," waiting for the starter's flag, with
motors turning over slowly. Dots and
dashes from 6 EMF in the grandstand
are flashed to all pylons and they form

7/
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the observers and everyone is in readiness. The starter walks out to the first
plane and suddenly dips his flag. The
motor roars, the plane moves, rapidly
gains speed, and soars into the air toward
Pylon Number 2. 6EMF flashes :
"THEY'RE OFF!" The remaining
planes are started at thirty second intervals and are flown against time. To start
all the planes at once would invite needless dangers. Take-off numbers are
broadcast to the pylons, and as the last
plane leaves the field, the first one may
be seen on the home stretch of the first
lap. When the "QST TON" has been
completed, all pylons answer : "QST
OK 6EMH," etc.
Watch these three planes in a bunch
as they go around Pylon Number 1!
Look at that little monoplane. See how
it flits past the others like a little sparrow! Zoom! Zoom! Zoom! The three
planes dart off toward Pylon Number
2 again on their second lap as the observers call off the numbers and check.
The operator at 6EMF is constantly
moving the dial on his receiver between
two points. Operating on the 80-meter
band, he finds the pylon stations only
a few kilocycles apart. 6EMH is at 54,
6EMI at 49.5, and 6EME at 45.5.
Not so bad.
Several laps have been completed now.
Here comes a plane that seems to be
having trouble. The motor sputters, indicating a broken pipe or valve, perhaps.
Awful strain, these races on planes and
pilots. The plane makes a graceful landing and taxis out of the way. The number is immediately flashed to all pylons.
Why? Inside of three minutes would
come as many inquiries about the plane
and its failure to appear.
Now let's go out to 6EMI, at Pylon
Number 3. We are out of sight of the
grandstand, but we could reach it by
auto in ten minutes through traffic. By
airplane, we could get there in one

minute! The surrounding country is
practically level, but between us and
Pylon Number 2 is a small ravine and
some trees. We can see the planes coming straight toward us, flying dangerously low, barely clearing the tree tops,
and now skimming along the ground to
the pylon. They bank sharply, usually
gaining a little altitude, circle the
marker, and fly off toward the field.
This is a five mile race, so they are not
using Pylon Number 4.
(Continued on Page 46)

Battery Charging with a Synchronous Rectifier
Complete Details Regarding the Construction and Operation of a
Synchronous Rectifier
By G. F. LAMPKIN
rectifier is an excellent source of high potential
d.c. for transmitting, as testified
by the many "syncs" owned by amateur
operators. Such a rectifier, as may be
known, utilizes a synchronous motor, a
commutator disc, and a brush rigging.
The commutator is rotated in step with
the alternating current, and functions
as a switch, reversing at the correct instant so as to bring the output voltage
right side up. In its ùse for high -voltage, full -wave rectified supply it is eminently satisfactory. With a small
amount of care it will function just as
satisfactorily to deliver several amperes
at comparatively low voltages.
The chief advantage of a sync lies in
the range of currents and voltages over
which it can be used. In the role of
battery charging 20 amperes is by no
means the limit of current obtainable;
while for a transmitter the output voltage can be run upwards of 3000 volts.
The metal to metal contact assures a
high rectification efficiency. A disadvantage is that the rectifier works best
into a resistance load. If an attempt is
made to work into a condenser or inductance, as in a filter system, trouble
immediately develops through sparking
at the brushes. Only by special means
can a filter be used on a sync.
A description of a synchronous rectifier will serve the dual purpose of illustrating the processes involved in its
operation, and of affording a basis for
constructional work. The heart of the
rectifier is of course the synchronous
motor. The usual nameplate data for a
h.p., 1800
sync -rectifier motor are
r.p.m., single-phase, 60 -cycle, 110 -volt.
An 1800 r.p.m. motor allows the
simplest sort of commutator construction
with only two segments.
The brush rigging uses two brushes
into which a.c. is fed, and two from
which full -wave d.c. emerges-a total of
four brushes equi-spaced around the
commutator periphery. Fig. 1 shows
the commutator position and current
ASYNCHRONOUS
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Fig.1. Commutator Positions

Complete Charging Outfit

flow at the beginning of a positive half
cycle, and at the start of the succeeding
negative half cycle. The disc, turning
1800 r.p.m., advances one -quarter of a
revolution in a half cycle, 1-120 of a
second. Thus the conditions of the
sketches hold true-though the direction
of current in the a.c. source reverses,
the commutator maintaining unidirectional flow in the output.
h.p., single-phase induction moA
tor can be made into a synchronous
motor of only slightly less capacity by
facing off four flats on the rotor, approximately 1/16 -in. deep, as indicated
in Fig. 2. It is a simple machining
operation, which, with the turning of the
commutator disc, is the total of machine
work necessary. The flats on the rotor of
an induction motor form air gaps across
which the flux is reluctant to slip, and
the rotor holds in step with the impressed

frequency. The induction motor must
of course have four poles, so that its
name -plate speed would be around 1740
or 1760 r.p.m.

/

Fig. 2. Conversion of Induction
Synchronous Motor

to

3 was
for
consistent
was
small
as
designed as
operation at 3000 volts. The larger the
wheel, the greater is the space available

The commutator disc in Fig.

Fig. 3. Commutator Disc
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for insulation. But also greater is the
power necessary to turn the disc, for the
friction and windage losses are increased.
The disc proper, shown in the sketch,
was cut from /-in. micarta. The bushing for the shaft was turned from
in. round brass bar; and the commutator
was made from 3/32 -in. brass. The latter was fastened to the disc by screws
inside the brush path. Both this, and the
filling of the slots between segments
with drive -fit formica plugs, afforded a
smooth brush path. Such a path not only
reduces brush friction, but aids materially in keeping sparking at a minimum.
In turning the disc a final smoothing
cut should be taken over both segments
and insulating sectors.

2/

lamp to the other two. Determine and
fix the position of the brushes for maximum brilliancy of the lamp. The rectifier is then ready to feed 20 amperes to
a battery, or 3000 volts to a transmitter.
For ordinary battery -charging, a 50 or
75 -watt toy transformer is ideal. It is
cheap, convenient, and usually with adjustable secondary voltage so that the
charging rate can be varied. For each
charging rate it is necessary to adjust
the position of the brushes slightly. Both
angular position and pressure on the disc
should be changed till sparking is at a
minimum.
The design data for a transformer
which has been in this use by the author
for over a year are as follows:

Fig. 4. Brush Details

Two bakelite dials were made to the
foundation of the brush rigging. Copper
gauze brushes and brass fittings completed the assembly, of which Fig. 4
gives details. The set -screw in one dial
was removed and replaced by a threaded
insert in an insulating rod. The latter
was to afford a means of brush adjustment. Four thicknesses of medium copper gauze were used in each brush.
In the adjustment of the brushes lies
the secret of sparkless commutation.
When motor, commutator disc, and
brush rigging have been assembled, the
brushes should be carefully adjusted to
bear equally on the commutator; the
ends of the brushes should be parallel
to a radius of the disc ; the brushes
should be exactly 90° apart ; and two
diametrically opposite brushes should
make and break contact with the segments at the same instant. It is essential
that severe sparking be eliminated, otherwise the brush and commutator life will
be short. Elimination of sparking on a
transmitter sync spells the difference between hash, and the distinctive, musical
sync note.

Before using the sync under load the
disc should be thoroughly cleaned, especially around the insulating sectors, of
all metallic dust. Then place 110 a.c. on
two brushes, 180° apart, and connect a
32

1/" x 1/"

Core cross section
Core window

Primary winding

330

11/4" x 4"
turns No. 20 SCE on

long leg.
Secondary winding 45 turns No. 12 PE over
primary.
Voltage primary 110, secondary 16.3, 60 cycles.

The layout was used to charge an
8 -cell, 20 -ampere -hour

Edison battery at
around 20 amperes. Such a charge filled
the battery up in short order. More conservative rates should be used, of course,
when charging lead cells. The secondary
voltage of the transformer may be cut
as desired by reducing the secondary
turns proportionally. That is, for a secondary voltage of E, the new number
of secondary turns is E-16.3 x 45. The
charging rate may be varied by using
variable resistors of appropriate rating
in the transformer primary or secondary.
The best method is to use a tapped transformer.
A battery may be charged at around
5 amperes by connecting it to the rectifier output, and placing an electric iron
in series with the 110 -volt lines on the
input-though such is hardly economical,
because the iron gets most of the watt
hours. The service man, however, may
have enough batteries to connect in series
and charge directly from the 110 supply.
The polarity of the output must be
checked each time the rectifier is started
RADIO FOR NOVEMBER, 1928
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up. The reason is that the rotor of the
motor does not always pull into step
with the a.c. in the same relative position. A reversing switch should be put
in some portion of the circuit, for in -

Fig. 5. Circuit Diagram with Reversing
Switch

stance as drawn in Fig. 5. With a d.c.
voltmeter the polarity of the rectifier
can easily be determined, and correction
made if necessary, before closing the
charging switch. An a.c. voltmeter can
be used by closing one side only of the
charging switch. The voltage of both
battery and rectifier in series is then read
across the other open side of the switch,
and that polarity of the rectifier which
gives the smaller reading is correct for
charging.
It is a simple matter to make a shunt
for a milliammeter so that it will read
the d.c. charging current, and by doing
so it will aid materially in the operation
of the sync. The meter in the picture
was a Jewell, pattern 54, 0-100 d.c.
milliammeter. A shunt of 173/8" of No.
14 tinned bus wire converted it into a 20 ampere meter. If a standard ammeter is
temporarily available it is only a matter of minutes to find the size and length
of wire necessary to give any desired
ammeter scale. on a milliammeter.
The overall efficiency of any a.c. to
d.c. unit is something that is seldom
mentioned. Figures for such range from
50 to 5 per cent. With this outfit the
input to the motor on the sync was 220
watts. If no resistances are used for
charging-rate regulation, that figure may
be taken as representative of practically
the total power loss of the system. The
more power put through the rectifier
into the output circuit, the less is the
cost per unit of output.
As stated before, the rectifier may be
used for a 3000 -volt transmitter supply. Actually it has been used to rectify
3300 r.m.s. or 4650 peak volts, when
supplying 150 milliamperes to a c.w.

transmitter.

Any a.c. hum from a filter circuit may
best be reduced by increasing the capacities of the second and third condenser so as to by-pass the a.c. component of
the rectified current. Humless operation
requires that this component be less than
0.1 per cent. With a load of 75 milliamperes, 4 mfd. each in the second and
third condensers give 0.07 per cent of
hum, whereas 2 mfd. condensers give 0.3
per cent. When an eliminator is intended to supply more than 85 milliamperes a condenser block of 2-6-6 mfd.
is desirable as such a great current drain
increases the tendency to hum.

A Complete Tube Testing Set
By CLINTON OSBORNE
number of tube testers
have been described in past issues
of RADIO, there have been none
so complete in the number of possible
tests which can be made, as the one described herewith. This tester was made
up from suggestions contained in a tube
data book recently published by E. T.
Cunningham, Inc., and with it, the service man, experimenter or tube salesman
can tell practically everything necessary
about the condition of any of the standard tubes.
The tester is shown in the picture,
and the circuit is shown in Fig. 1. The
set has been designed to test all types of
tubes, both a.c. and d.c. with the exception of the 374 glow tube, the 376
resistance lamp and the 300-A detector.
It will give an accurate indication of
the condition of the elements and, if the
tube is operative, will also indicate the
efficiency of the filament. Above all, it
is inexpensive to construct.
The necessary materials for construction are given in the list of parts. The
work is simple inasmuch as there are no
complicated circuit arrangements; the
meters, sockets, rheostats, etc., may be
conveniently mounted on a bakelite or
wooden panel, with a cabinet to conceal
the wiring, or can be laid out on a
baseboard. The actual layout and constructional details are left to the judgment of the builder, as it is thought that
WHILE a

.

Ir

the circuit diagram and picture will furnish sufficient data for all practical pur-

sion reading is taken first, the meters or
the tube may be damaged, if the tube

poses.

elements are shorted together.
To place the set in operation, turn the
rheostat on slightly and set the switch A
to the point indicating the corresponding
socket number or numbers, these figures
indicating which tubes may be tested in
the correspondingly numbered socket.
For example if switch is on contact 2-3,
type '99s, 220s, or 322s in socket No. 2
may be tested, and '99s in socket No. 3
may be tested. If switch is on contact
4, C -1 1s, 12s and 326s may be tested

In building the test set, the variable
rheostat should be of the 10 -ohm size,
capable of carrying 1V2 amperes under
continuous load. The fixed resistance R
should be exactly 6 ohms, and is placed
in the negative A lead from the No. 2
and 3 sockets to the 4 -volt line of the
battery. The switchboard key must be
connected so that in its normal position
it will indicate short circuits. If this
connection is reversed so that the emis-

Panel View, showing Arrangement of Sockets and Meters
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Fig. 1. Circuit Diagram of Complete Tube Tester
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in socket No. 4 and so on : the tube
to be tested is then inserted into its
proper socket.

Note very carefully whether the dial
lamps Nos. 1 and 2 are lighted, or even
very faintly glowing. If they are, it is
an indication that two or more elements
within the tube are shorted, or that the
filament is open and resting against the
grid. To determine if the latter is the
case, turn the rheostat up and if no regulation of voltage is possible, an open
filament is indicated. If lamp No. 1
lights, a short between filament and grid
is indicated ; if No. 2 lights, it indicates
a short between filament and plate; if
Nos. 1 and 2 light, it indicates a short
between grid and plate.
If neither lamp lights, then the elements are free from short circuits and
the rheostat should be turned up until
the voltmeter shows that exactly the
proper voltage, as given in the accompanying chart on voltage and emission
limits, is being applied to the filament.
If the rheostat has no effect on the filament voltage it indicates an open filament, either broken or burned out.
When the voltage is correct, momentarily press the switch indicating the emission current.
(Continued on Page 50)
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The Marshall Short -Wave Receiver
A New Short -Wave Circuit Developed for the Navy and Using Screen -Grid Tubes
By S. R. WINTERS
high -frequency receiving set
designed and built at the Bellevue
Naval Research Laboratory incorporates the screened -grid or four -element electron tube. This receiver, intended for use on battleships and other
floating units as well as at shore stations
of the United States Navy, marks the
introduction of a push-pull, screenedgrid type of receiving set in the Government service-a type of amplifier already
popularized by broadcast listeners and
radio amateurs. However, this novel
circuit is said to be the most sensitive
yet developed by the Navy for high frequencies.
This high -frequency receiver is described as a single -stage tuned radio f requency amplifier, preceding an auto dyne detector and two stages of audio frequency amplification. It is a six-tube
unit, including two four -element tubes,
connected for push-pull operation, as
well as two detector tubes. A frequency
range from 4,000 to 25,000 kilocycles
is embraced-this extensive wavelength
range requiring the use of five inductance
coils of varying sizes. Thomas A. Marshall-then a student and research
worker in electron tubes at the Bellevue
Naval Research Laboratory-designed
this receiver.
The so-called "Marshall Receiver"
employs two tubes of the '22 type in the
radio -frequency circuit-each of these
tubes having two grid elements and being
NEW

wired for push-pull operation. These
two four -element tubes operate on 3.3
volts for the filaments, 120 volts for the
plates, and 60 volts for the plate

screens.

The two detector and two audio -fre-

quency tubes are the '01A type and require 5 volts on the filaments. Fortyfive volts are impressed on the plates
of the detector tubes but this potential
may be varied by use of a potentiometer.
The two audio -frequency tubes use only
60 volts on their plates as the sole negative bias available for the grid elements
is a one -volt drop in the filament rheostat. The batteries necessary for the
entire power supply are a 6 -volt, 100 -ampere -hour storage battery for the A supply, and a 120 -volt B battery with 45 and 60 -volt taps.
The antenna circuit of this novel
short-wave Naval receiver consists of a
small antenna coupling condenser, connected through a series inductance to the
ground. This series inductance coil is
coupled to the tuned input -inductance
of the amplifier. These two inductance
units are wound on a plug-in coil system.
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When the latter is plugged into the receiver, the tuned -input inductance is connected across the tuning condenser or

series inductance. A compensating condenser is employed across the tuning condenser to compensate the extra residual
capacity which is present in the tuned
detector circuit. This effects a dial alignment of the two circuits, thus insuring
a similarity of dial readings for both the

radio -frequency and detector variable
condensers. The tuned circuit of the
radio -frequency amplifier tuning con -

that of the internal tube output impedance. This could, in a receiver otlimited tuning range, be accomplished by

adding a plate -circuit tuning control.
But as simplicity of control, and a minimum of parts and space, is a general and
important requirement in Naval service
receivers, attempt has been made to employ fixed chokes for this purpose."
Therefore, in the "Marshall Receiver," two high -inductance, low -capacity chokes are employed throughout
the frequency range of 4,000 to 25,000

Marshall Short -Wave Receiver, as Used by Navy

denser and the radio -frequency amplifier
grid -circuit inductance feeds to the grids
of the two push-pull tubes through two
grid -coupling condensers.
The tuning condenser comprises two
series halves with a rotor member common to both. The rotor is connected
to the filaments and virtually is at
ground potential. This is intended to
eliminate hand or body capacity effect.
Likewise, this series connection affords
a relatively low capacity value-a minimum of approximately 8 mmfd. and
a maximum of 57 mmfd. This gives
a ratio of about 7.1 to 1, and yet the
maximum capacity is quite small-resulting in a relatively high ratio of inductance to capacity. This is essential to
effective amplification. The radio-frequency amplifier grids obtain their
direct -current bias through 1-megohm
grid leaks, which are connected to the
junction between two filament -control
resistances, thus affording a negative
bias of 1.7 volts. The plate screens are
maintained at plus 60 volts with respect
to the filaments.
"In all amplifier work," emphasizes
the Bellevue Naval Research Laboratory, "it is essential for greatest amplification that the external plate circuit
impedance be kept relatively higher than
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kilocycles. A third and similar choke
has been positioned at the junction of the
two plate chokes and in series with the
B battery lead -wire. The latter choke
coil serves the function of barring radio f requency currents from the B -battery
circuit. This additional or third choke
likewise serves the purpose of isolating
the junction of the two plate chokes from
the ground potential. This permits of
the chokes finding their own electrical
center, which may be different from that
of the apparent center, due to electrical
irregularities in the two tube and choke
circuits. This arrangement is an aid in
the preservation of symmetry, which is
essential to efficient and stable operation
of the receiver at the ultra -high f requencies.
The detector circuit and the radio frequency amplifier are in individual
shielded compartments. The two are
coupled by two fixed condensers, small
enough to prevent reaction of the amplifying circuit on the oscillating detector circuit. The capacity values of these
two condensers, however, are not detrimentally low-that is, they do not cause
a loss of signal in so far as ear tests
can determine.
The tuned detector circuit employs a
"plug-in" inductance system similar to

that used in the antenna circuit. This,
labelled "Detector Coil," includes the
grid inductance and the tickler feed-back
inductance. The tuning condenser in
the detector circuit is similar to that employed in the amplifier circuit. The

tube circuit. Furthermore, we are assured by the Navy Department, this
combination gives a circuit that oscillates with ease throughout the entire frequency range from 4,000 to 25,000
kilocycles.

push-pull performance of the two detector tubes again gives practical application to the sound engineering principle
of a large inductance in relation to capacity. This insures a greater amount of
inductance with which to couple the inductive tickler feed-back than any single -

The tickler feed-back inductance coil

tapped in the center-the two ends
being associated with their respective
plates and the center to the plus -B battery through a radio -frequency choke
and the primary winding of the first
audio -frequency transformer to the re is

generative -control potentiometer slider.
This, in turn, is connected across 45
volts. Regeneration or oscillation control is effected by varying the direct-current voltage on the plate elements of the
two detector tubes, using the potentiometer for varying the potential. The
potentiometer slides, operated by manipulation of a knob on front of the radio receiver panel labelled "Regeneration
Control," is by-passed to shield or
ground through a 2-microfarad condenser.
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Circuit Diagram of Marshall Short -Wave Set

372-Radio-frequency amplifier tubes, type
UX-222.
V8 V,-Detector tubes, type UX-201-A.
V6 V6-Audio Amplifier tubes, type UX201-A
L1-Antenna Coupling Inductance.
L2-Radio-frequency amplifier grid circuit
inductance (Both L1 and L2 wound on r.f.
amplifier coil form).
L3-Tickler feed-back inductance. (Wound
on "DET" coil form).
L,-Detector grid circuit inductance. (Wound
V1

on "DET" coil form).

C1-R.F. amplifier tuning condenser.
C2-Detector circuit tuning condenser.
C3-Antenna coupling condenser.
C.-Compensating condenser to assist in dial
alignment of r.f. and "DET" tuning condenser.

C.

C.-Grid coupling
r.f. circuit.

condensers from tuned

C, C8-Balancing condensers to balance out
reaction of amplifier on autodyne circuit.
Cº C10-Coupling condenser from r.f. stage to

autodyne circuit.
C12-Detector grid condensers.
C13-Bypass condenser on plate screen voltage lead.
C14-Bypass condenser on oscillation control
resistance.
C11

m.h.

L5

L6-Low distributed capacity

250

L7

L8-Low distributed capacity
plate chokes in battery leads.

250 m.h.

plate chokes in r.f. plate circuits.
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C17-Bypass condenser on battery
leads.
C18-Tuning condensers on second audio
transformer to cut out audio oscillation.
R1 1:Z2-Grid closure resistances to establish
proper bias on amplifier tubes.
R3 R4-Grid leak resistances for detector
tubes.
R5-Fixed resistance in series with R6 giving
3.3 volts on amplifier tube filaments.
R, --Variable filament control resistance.
R, --Potentiometer 100,080 ohms on 45 -volt
detector plate battery for oscillation control.
Si-Filament switch that also disconnects R,
from circuit.
T1 T,-Audio-frequency transformer type
CAY 4342.
C16

C16
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The first audio -frequency tube is fed
from the secondary winding of a transformer
type CAY4342
while this
tube's plate circuit feeds into the primary
winding of another transformer, of the
same type as the first. The primary
winding of the second transformer is
slightly tuned with a .0001-microfarad
by-pass condenser on the oscillation -control resistance. This, in effect, cuts down
the amplification of the higher audio f requencies, above 1,500 cycles, and correspondingly reinforces the lower frequencies. The secondary winding of this
transformer feeds the second audio-frequency tube, while the plate circuit of
the latter extends to the telephone connection and through the head telephones
to the 60 -volt B -battery terminal.
The controls on the front of the receiver panel, reading from left to right,
are the radio -frequency tuning condenser
for bringing into resonance the radio frequency amplifying stage, the auto dyne -detector-circuit tuning condenser,
and the regeneration control. An "on"
and "off" filament switch is located centrally and near the bottom of the front
panel. This switch opens both sides of
the filament battery and at the same
time opens the potentiometer across the
45 -volt supply, thus preventing the B battery from discharging when the receiving set is not in operation.
A voltmeter gives indication of the
filament voltage on the 'OlA type tubes.
When the voltmeter -push-button switch
is pressed the maximum B voltage as applied to the two screened -grid tubes is
indicated. These four-element tubes require a filament voltage of 3.3 volts and
this current is supplied when the voltmeter reads 5 for the 'A tubes. A single
filament rheostat is supplied for the A
battery control. The screened -grid tubes
are fed with energy through the latter
resistance unit and through an additional series resistance. The latter should
afford a drop of 1.7 volts as required
for the efficient operation of the receiver.
The receiver is 22/ in. long, 10/
in. high, and
in. deep. The parts,
including diaphragm shielding and wiring, are made secure to the front panel.
Withdrawal of the latter displaces completely the receiving set from the box
and at the same time automatically disconnects battery, telephone, antenna,
and ground leads. These leads, entering
the box or receiver container, are permanently fixed to the box fittings. The
external connections are made to the receiver circuits through sliding contacts,
which close when the panel is secured

-

-

9/

in place.

The outstanding feature of this new
short-wave circuit-its extreme sensitivity-is also its serious limitation.
"This receiver has much greater sensitivity at the higher frequencies than any
previously supplied to the service," is
the unqualified statement of the Navy
Department. For this same reason, the
36

set must be mounted on a shock -absorbing pad and the detector tubes inserted
in jackets of sponge rubber; otherwise,
microphonic noises are so disturbing as
to practically defeat the otherwise superior merit of this receiver, namely, ultra -sensitivity.
"The high -frequency receivers as developed in the past," points out the Bellevue Naval Research Laboratory in discussing the theory and operation of this
new circuit, "using the customary three element tubes, have been incapable of
giving much amplification over the
higher -frequency end of their range and
in some cases give a loss above 8,000 kilocycles. With the development of the
new four -element tube, which may be
called the shielded -plate tube, together
with a new circuit arrangement, it is
possible to get an appreciable amount of
amplification over the entire high -frequency band as now employed.
"The two factors which have previously prevented radio -frequency amplification at the higher frequencies have
been the relatively low input impedance
of the tube and the low ratio of inductance to capacity, which has existed when
using the three -element tube. The low
input impedance has resulted from the
relatively high grid filament capacity
which has under operating conditions
been in effect several times the geometrical capacity-being controlled principally
by the grid-plate capacity.
"The new circuit employs a push-pull
type of radio -frequency amplification,
where each of the tube -grid -filament circuits are across but half of the tuned
circuit input voltage. This decreases the
grid -filament conductance to half for
each tube and as the two reactances are
in series the total conductance across
the tuned circuit is one quarter what it
would be for a single -tube -amplifier
stage. When the effect of the grid -plate
capacity of the three -element tube is considered it is apparent that the push-pull
combination with four-element tubes
will increase the tube input impedance
many times. This improved condition
makes it possible to maintain a much
higher potential across the tuning -condenser terminals, or the two input grids,
than by previous methods. The use of
the symmetrical push-pull circuit, which
permits a larger ratio of inductance to
capacity to prevail, together with the
adoption of the four -element tube, has
been highly responsible for the improved
results at the higher frequencies."
The two screen -grid tubes are
equipped with balancing condensers to
avoid interplay or disturbing reaction
between the stages of radio -frequency
amplification and detector. These condensers are located beneath the two holes
in the cover which have been blanketed
with a butterfly -spring arrangement.
Reaction between the different stages in
the circuit may be overcome by shifting
the vacuum tubes in different sockets.
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If, however, the trouble persists,
Navy Department indicates that the
ancing condensers will accomplish
desired result if this procedure is
lowed :

the
balthe
fol-

The receiver-which may be operated
on an antenna only a few feet in length
or one several wave -lengths long-is
connected to the pickup system and
No. 1 inductance coil brought into use.
The cover over the adjusting holes in
the main cover is removed or loosened
and turned 90 degrees, in order to render
accessible the condensers with the main
cover closed. The lock -screws on these

units are loosened.
The receiver circuits are brought in
resonance with the detector oscillating.
An unbalanced condition is `evidenced
when the tuning of the radio -frequency
circuit through resonance with the detector circuit, when it is barely oscillating, produces a squeal in thé head
telephones or stops oscillation. This condition is well-nigh ever present, but it is
possible to obtain an adjustment where
the reaction is not evident when the
oscillation control is set one-half of a
small division beyond the point where
oscillation starts.
The oscillating circuit should be set
to this point and the radio-frequency
control operated back and forth past the
resonance point until the balancing condensers are adjusted. If the receiving
set is apparently balanced at the top,
middle and bottom of the frequency
range of inductance coil No. 1 then it is
to be assumed that a satisfactory balance
has been assured for the four other inductance coils. For the balancing condenser adjustments a bakelite, fiber or
hardwood screwdriver is used, since the
presence of metal would defeat any attempts to adjust these balancing condensers.
While the Radio Division of the Bureau of Engineering is prone to classify
this new short-wave receiver as still in
an experimental stage-due to its tendency to set up microphonic noises
when not situated in a shock-absorbing,
steadfast position-twelve or fifteen
units have been manufactured. Several
of these have been introduced to Naval
service-both on surface and subsea
craft-and when subjected to comparative tests with a standard short-wave set
of Navy design the results have been
gratifying, in some particulars at least.
For example, while in service on the
Eagle, a patrol boat for conducting
sound and radio experiments, the
strength of the signals received ,by the
"Marshall receiver" were stronger than
those tuned by the standard Navy shortwave set--though the signals of the
latter were more readily tuned and the
distant stations more easily located. The
selectivity of the "Marshall receiver"
was marked and once the stations were
logged the dial could be consulted time
(Continued on Page 49)

TECHNICAL BRIEFS
TRANSATLANTIC radiotelephone service between the United States and

Great Britain as well as various cities
of Continental Europe, Canada, and
normally available from 5 :30
a. m. to 8:00 p. m., eastern standard time. The British receiving station
is at Cupar, Scotland, as far north as
conveniently possible so as to reduce
interference caused by atmospheric disturbances.

Cuba

is

THE R. C. A. projector system used
in long distance radio communica-

tion includes both directive transmission
and directive reception on short waves.
Several receiving antennas, directive in
themselves, are spaced so as to eliminate
the momentary fading which originally
limited the use of short waves.

radio experimenter may find
much interest in utilizing the radiated output of a short-wave oscillator
to produce luminous discharges through
rarefied gases in tubes such as the neon
tubes which are now used in electric
signs. Whereas a high voltage is neces
sary to produce a glow when low frequency alternating current is used,
relatively low voltages are needed at
high frequency.
Thus James and Wilfred Taylor, in
a recent issue of The Wireless Engineer,
London, describe some experiments with
a 35,000 k.c. (8.57 meters) oscillator
whereby beautiful discharges were produced at 15 volts. In the circuit diagram
of Fig. 1 the plate B and the grid D are
connected to two parallel copper wires
about 50 in. long and 3 in. apart. A
THE

DISCHARGE
TUBE

TIDAILWAY

U. has

radiotelephone

equipment

been developed for front -to
rear communication on long freight
trains. A four-months test of the equipment by the Chesapeake & Ohio Railroad
showed that telephonic communication
could be maintained between the locomotive and caboose whether the train
was standing or in motion and even
when the train was broken if the separation did not exceed five miles. A signal
system of lower power has been developed for service between the front
and rear of long freight trains. Oneway telephonic communication with low
power equipment may also be maintained
between the yardmaster's ece and any
locomotive in the yards.

quartz crystals for
controlling the frequency of radio
transmitters is supplied mostly from
Brazil. The present price is about $3.00
per lb. To be acceptable to the Naval
Research Laboratory at Anacostia, D. C.
they must be single crystals weighing
at least two pounds and must show
growth lines on at least two faces.
They must be free from imperfections
such as internal fractures and inclusions
of foreign matter. They must be absolutely clear when viewed by transmitted light.
THE demand for

Fig. 1. Circuit Diagram for High Frequency
Generator and Discharge Tube

.001 mfd. variable condenser is shunted
across the ends of these wires at A C, A

being connected to the positive terminal
of a 220 -volt d.c. source and C to the
negative terminal. E, F, G, H is a tuned
system coupled to A BD C by the
Lecher wire method. Two annular rings
of copper foil are wrapped around the
outside of the glass tube to serve as
electrodes.
Different colors and forms of discharge occur as the gas pressure or gas
composition is varied. The experiments
were made with air, neon, helium and
mercury vapor. The discharges are
caused by the motion of the electrons
between the electrodes; light is emitted
as an electron jumps from an outer to
an inner orbit as it collides with a gas
molecule.

economically -minded person
sometimes objects to the thought of
using an apparently wasteful voltage
divider to supply 45 and 90 volts to
HE
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a radio set from a rectifier -filter system
which also supplies 180 volts or more
for a power tube. But when it is realized that the waste current through
the divider not only may improve the
voltage regulation or stability of voltage
output, but also reduce the strain on the
filter condensers, its use is well justified.
A rectifier -filter system is a constant
wattage device. The voltage drops as
the load or current drain increases, increasing the load resistance decreases the
load current. When the current drain
is increased from any tap, the voltage
output and current supplied from the
other taps is correspondingly decreased.
Part of the increased load current comes
from the rectifier -filter system and part
from the voltage divider system, both
at the expense of decreased voltages.
These facts are used by the Aerovox
Wireless Corporation to explain the advantage of a low resistance voltage divider over a high resistance device, i. e.
the advantage of a voltage divider having a relatively high waste current. Tests
were made with eliminators having a
wide range of regulation curves and
with voltage dividers having waste currents of 5, 10, 20 and 30 milliamperes.
In all cases the calculated load was assumed to be 20 m.a. at 180 volts, 12
m.a. at 90 volts, and 2 m.a. at 45 volts.
The results are tabulated herewith to
show the voltage change produced at
any tap by increasing or decreasing the
load by 1 m.a.

Tap

I.

5

MIL VOLTAGE DIVIDER
45V.
4.25
2.20

45V.
90V.
180V.

II.
Tap

0.53

10

90V.
1.85
3.98
1.40

90V.

1.53
.38

1.37
2.95
1.05

45V.
2.05
1.12

90V.
.96
2.03

.25

.73

Tap

45V.

45V.
90V.
180V.

1.75
.92
.21

90V.
0.56
1.17

III.
Tap

20

1.88
1.25

MIL VOLTAGE DIVIDER
45V.
3.02

45V.
90V.
180V.

180V.

negligible

180V.

negligible
1.30
.87

MIL VOLTAGE DIVIDER

45V.
90V.
180V.

180V.

negligible
.93
.63

IV. 30 MIL VOLTAGE DIVIDER

.50

180V.

negligible
0.77
.50

shown that an increase in
the load resistance at the 45 -volt tap of
a 5 m.a. divider so as to produce a decrease of 1 m.a. at that tap, will cause

Thus it

is
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increases of 4.25 volts at the 45 -volt
tap, 2.2 volts at the 90 -volt tap, and 0.53
volts at the 180 -volt tap, as compared
to 1.75, .92 and .21 volts respectively
when using a 30 m.a. divider. A decrease in the load resistance to produce
a 1 m.a. increase in current causes voltage drops of corresponding values. The
90 -volt tap is evidently the most easily
and greatly disturbed, and the 180 -volt
tap, which feeds without passing through
the divider, the least disturbed by any
change in the load. As the 45 -volt tap
is very sensitive to changes of load at
45 volts, many eliminators do not work
satisfactorily when feeding a set which
has a large 45 -volt load, like a superheterodyne.
It is evident that voltage variations
due to variable loads may be minimized
by using as heavy a waste current as
possible. Furthermore the rise in voltage
due to removing the load is thus
minimized.

Inc., shows that in the conventional
r.f. circuit the most efficient practical type of those coils tested has its
primary wound to occupy
in. inside
and opposite the low potential end of
the secondary. But by means of a special circuit, herein described as the
"Chronophase," still better results with
screen -grid tubes were secured from an
autotransformer whose primary is a portion of the secondary, the low potential

had an inductance of 167.4 microhenries
and an r.f. resistance of from 3.85 ohms
at 550 meters to 9.6 ohms at 200 meters.
These figures are changed by the presence of a primary.

4A

7-

ends being common.
All of the coils were of the type
shown in Fig. 1, being air -spaced wound
to approximately the ideal shape -factor
+90

The coils under test were supplied
with a constant input signal at various
frequencies in the broadcast spectrum,
and the output was measured with a

THE general theory of sound picture

reproduction which was recently
explained in these columns, was based
upon the Vitaphone and Movietone systems, which record the sound waves on
phonograph records, or film respectively,
in the form of parallel lines. A third
system was inadvertently omitted, this
being known to the trade as the Photo phone system. The latter is similar to
the Movietone in that the sound waves
are recorded photographically on the
same film with the picture, but these
waves are in the form of a single, jagged
heavy line that looks like a cross-section
of a mountain range. Its width varies
in accordance with the frequencies recorded. A photoelectric cell and aperture
somewhat like the Movietone system
converts this solid black strip into sound,
to be amplified and projected into the
theatre by means of loud speakers.
Many of the latest types of motion
picture projectors are equipped with special fittings so that any of the three systems of sound reproduction can be used
by changing the aperture plates, projection lenses, and making minor adjustments requiring only a few minutes. The
size of the picture on the Photophone
film is somewhat smaller than for ordinary silent pictures, so as to allow a
greater width for sound recording, but
the picture is rectangular in shape instead of square as for the Movietone system shown in the September issue. This
requires a different set of lenses, and a
smaller aperture for the picture, but the
change is quickly made, and hence no
inconvenience is caused by the different
systems. Probably the first radio movies
which will eventually be made available
to the general public will use this system.

-1
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90

+180

Fig. 1. Type of Coils Tested

Fig. 3. b. R. F. Circuit Connections for
Screen -Grid Tube with Auto former

and supported by a skeleton bakelite
frame to minimize insulation losses.
Each type had various numbers of primary turns and, where possible, was tested
with variable coupling. The secondaries,
measured independent of the primaries,

vacuum tube voltmeter. The test conditions were nearly identical with those
surrounding a coil in an actual receiver.
Fig. 2 shows the amplification curves
obtained with the autotransformer and
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(Continued on Page 56)
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by Alfred J. Daniels of Aero Products,
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Fig. 3. a. R. F. Circuit Connections for
Screen -Grid Tube with Conventional
Transformers
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for the Operator
at Sea anti Ashore
Edited by P.

S. LUCAS

R. O. CooK, Assistant

from Fred M. Winckel comments
upon L. W. Gillis' article in June RADIO.
Mr. Gillis, you remember, pointed out several reasons why radio operating conditions
seem to be going from bad to worse, and
made a few suggestions which might help
remedy the situation.
Mr. Winckel believes that the only way
to improve matters is to go right down to
the bottom of things and attack the existing
radio laws. No doubt he is right; but, as
he goes on to say, the radio operator alone
is not in a position to approach the radio
commission or the senate committee on such
a subject. He feels that the idea of an association of sea -going operators is still good,
even if it has failed on several attempts.
That is a subject that is always open for
debate.
Even if we had an association of radio
operators; even if we were solidly organized ;
where would it get us? Our strength would
serve as a threat, but would the threat scare
anyone into improving conditions for us? It
would certainly antagonize the steamship
companies, the radio companies and even the
ill-informed public. "Radio operators imperil
many lives." We can see the newspaper headlines-and the general public thinks we are
having a lovely time of it.
No, radio operating is a profession, and
strikes always belittle a profession. The world
as a whole is drifting away from such methods of improving conditions; conditions are
improving themselves. Employers are acquiring educations
they are learning,
through the advacement of psychology, that
it is to their advantage to show a little consideration to their employees.
We'll agree with you that our theorizing
sounds very nice, but that it does not apply
to our situation. Why? Are we so different
from all other professions?
Well, here's our theory; and this is open
to argument. We may be on the wrong
track entirely. Anyway, it is our humble
opinion that the great majority of operators
take life too easily. It is difficult for a man
to go onto a job, boss of his own time and
unwatched by any authority, without falling
into easy going habits. It is extremely difficult when the operator knows full well that
he can do all that is required of him in three
or four hours a day. If he can handle his
job in four hours of concentrated effort, why
shouldn't he do so? That's reasonable logic.
But here's the reason why he shouldn't; the
reason why he should find enough work to
keep him busy for at least eight hours a day
as regularly as any man on the crew.
The general impression is abroad that the
wireless operator has an easy time of it. This
starts with the other officers immediately associated with the op. It spreads to the crew,
to the marine offices, to the higher officials.
Not one man in a thousand gives the radio
operator credit for doing a good day's work
in all his existence. And here we have it.
The officials require very little from an
ALETTER

operator; and pay him what the fulfillment
of those requirements are worth to them. The
operator works about as hard as he is paid
for; the report gets out that the operator
has an easy life; the officials-etc., etc. It
goes around in circles.
Now what can we suggest as a remedy
for this peculiar condition? In the first place
the operator, every operator, must make up
his mind to putting in a good, full eighthour day. He should make out a schedule
for himself and, figuratively speaking, "punch
the clock." He should win the captain and
the mates to his side by voluntarily giving
them every available aid to navigation. He
should insist that that is a part of his work
and he is paid for doing it. (Fingers crossed).
If the engineers ask for any aid on their
generators he should jump at this opportunity of winning their friendship. While
listening in for "roll -calls" and other signals
he should not only keep his log up to date,

And one parting shot to the man who intends to take one trip or spend one year,
then quit. You will get a whole lot more
out of your trip or your year, you will have
more to look back upon, and you will equip
yourself for a more successful future if you
will play the game as if it were to be your
life's work. While you are in it feel yourself
a part of our development program. Men,
it's up to you.

A PRACTICAL «B" ELIMINATOR

FOR SHIP USE

By R. M. HUGHES
Many sea captains, as well as mates, engineers and radio operators, have their own
broadcast receivers aboard ship. Yet few
of them use a B eliminator, although there
is no place where local conditions are better
suited for its use. The ship dynamo supplies

;

"B" Eliminator for D.C. Supply
but file away in his head, every bit of information possible so that if anyone asks him
any questions he might be able to give the
impression that he is well informed. In brief,
he must consider his job more important than
his officials consider it, and organize it accordingly. How long, under such conditions,
would it take for a vastly different sort of
"underground telegraph" message to be buzzing in the ears of the officials?
This should be the one great object of an
organization: to so enthuse the mass of operators with the possibilities of improving conditions ashore and afloat that they will carry
out the suggestions just made. Let the organization be formed to promote the member's interest in his work. Every operator
must feel his responsibility in this matter or
the situation will be worse twenty years
from now than it is today.
.
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direct current at about 110 volts. This contains a commutator ripple which must be
filtered out before it is suitable for use as
the plate supply for a radio set.
All that is needed to make the satisfactory
battery eliminator shown in the picture and
circuit diagram herewith, can be bought at
a chain store for less than four dollars, or
for slightly more if purchased from a regular dealer in radio parts. This equipment
can be quickly and easily assembled on a
baseboard and will furnish hum -free current
at 45 and 90 volts.
An ordinary snap -switch is used to turn
the current on and off. The choke coil has
an inductance of about 20 henries. Each of
the three condensers has a capacity of 1 mfd.
and should withstand 200 volts. The voltage
dividing circuit consists of two 2 c.p. lamps
connected in series, one being connected di -

rectly to the negative side of the ship's
generator and other through the choke coil
to the positive side of the line. The center

tap gives 45 volts.
As a ship's power system is not grounded,
a necessary precaution requires a 2 mfd. condenser in the ground -lead of the receiver.
This does not interfere with the receiver's
r.f. ground, but does prevent shorting the
ship generator.
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CCA, ANTOFAGASTA, CHILI
By

F. STEWART

Having read pleas for South American
material in the Commercial Brasspounder,
I decided to take advantage of a stop -over
in Antofagasta last May to check up on
Station CCA.
CCA is a naval station and handles Gov-
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TRANSLATION OF ESSENTIAL
WORDS USED IN XDA
WEATHER
By PAUL OTTO
Several operators have asked me where I
got the impression that XDA weather is easy
to translate! Here is a list of twenty words
that chiefly constitute the construction of these
weather reports. Of the twenty, there are only
eight whose meaning in English is not selfevident. Judge them for yourself.
From experience I have found that the
weather contained in the number groups, from
coast towns, is the most desired.
In the first group the first three figures are
the barometer in centimeters. The fourth is
the wind direction, and the fifth the wind
force. In the second group the first figure is
the state of the weather, and the third is the
sky report. These figures can be very easily
decoded by referring to a copy of "Radio
Aids to Navigation," which can be purchased
for seventy-five cents at any store that carries hydrographie publications.

Here are the words:
ENGLISH
Somewhat
Lower
Cape
Coast
Of
Light
Of the
The

East
Strong
Gulf
As far as, or to

Moderate
Very

North
West

East
Shifting, or changing
South
Winds

Northeast
Northwest
Southeast
Southwest
40

SPANISH
Algo

Baja
Cabo
Costa
De
Debil
Del
El, or La
Este
Fuerte
Golfo
Hasta
Moderado
Muy
Norte
Occidental, or Occ
Oeste

Rolando
Sur
Vientos
Noreste
Noroeste
Sureste
Suroeste

By J. A. BENDER, S. S. West Cactus
of fine machine work can be put in

ALOT

on a break-in, but when the all-important consideration is cash there is just one

item, outside of efficiency, to be discussed,
and that is simplicity. Therefore, if you are
interested, read about the one you can make
out of parts retrieved from your junk -box.
Delve into the aforementioned curio shop
and bring out the following trinkets:
I piece of bakelite panel 5"x3".
1 piece of bakelite strip 3"x/".
1 piece of heavy brass strip 3"x/".
1 piece of heavy brass strip 1/"x/".
1 piece of spring brass strip
2"x/".
2 binding posts.
1 8/32 screw about 2" long with nut.
1 brass bushing about
long, tapped on
one end to an 8/32 thread and on the other
end to same thread as on the key contacts
named below.
1 piece of brass bushing about
long
tapped 8/32 thread for key stop.
2 key contacts.

/"

I

Circuit Diagram for Eliminator
All of the parts can be assembled on a
baseboard 6 by 10 by
in. The condensers
can be stacked on top of one another and
held in place by a small strip of brass. This
device has proven to be satisfactory with
many different receivers in many locations.

AN EASILY CONSTRUCTED
BREAK-IN

ernment business only, on 1800 and 2800
meters. It is intended, however, to install a
600 -meter spark, with which to handle commercial ship to shore traffic. Perhaps this
service has already been inaugurated.
I was cordially met by the chief operator
of CCA, Mr. Stienbacher, who kindly showed
me the installation and later introduced me
about the town, even throwing a party for
me. He told me that I was the first American operator he had met and asked that I
extend the invitation to any other operators
who might come to Antofagasta, which I
hereby do. Take him up if you ever drop
your hook in Antofagasta ; you will not be
sorry.
Now for the station: CCA is housed in a
three-story building. Mr. Stienbacher and
family live on the first floor where the power
supply is also located. On the second floor
are the living quarters of the three assistant operators, while on the third floor are
the receiving apparatus, control room and
land line.
There are two receivers, one Marconi, the
other made by Telefunken. The transmitter
is on the ground floor near the generators,
and is a 10 kw Marconi outfit, with 10 1 kw
tubes. The transmitter occupies a room to
itself and is surrounded by a brass rail, only
the tubes and rheostats being mounted on a
panel.
Although the soil is extremely dry a
ground is used for transmission and reception. I asked Mr. Stienbacher about the possibilities of a counterpoise, but he had never
heard of one and was quite interested when
I explained it to him. A Marconi engineer
made the installation and I cannot understand why he didn't install a counterpoise.
The Chilean Navy was experimenting
with short waves at that time, and was sending its operators small booklets on that subject. It might be well to mention that all
stations in Chili are under the control of
either the Chilean Army or Navy. The
Navy maintains a school in Valparaiso,
where its operators are trained. English
equipment predominates, although a few
Telefunken tubes and receivers are used.
To listen to a Chilean coast station handling commercial traffic you would think the
operators and equipment very poor, but the
stations handling government traffic have
first-class equipment and operators. Only
men with a high rating are used for this
type of service. It is easier to understand
this when it is known that the Chileans believe the Army and Navy to be the most
important elements of their country's organization.
Mr. Stienbacher speaks excellent English
and is very anxious to get acquainted with
American operators. As we said before, if
you want to be well received, drop in on
CCA.
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View of the After End of the Key Base

First, mount the key on the piece of panel
that about 3 in. of the base extends out
in back of the key proper.
Second, drill three holes in the panel about
in. from the end; the two outer holes
being about % in. from the edges of the
panel and the center hole in line with the
adjusting screw of the key proper. All the
holes must be in line.
Third, take the brass
in. bushing and
screw it into the center hole.
Fourth, take the piece of strip bakelite and
drill a hole in each end, tapping one hole
with the same thread as the adjusting screw
on the key. Remove the back adjusting screw
from the key arm and bolt the bakelite strip
to the arm, using the hole from which the
screw was taken. Now screw the adjustment
screw into the tapped hole of the bakelite
strip.
Fifth, drill and tap one hole on the long
strip of brass and bend the strip to right angles about 3/4 in. from the end, using an
8/32 tap to tap the hole.
Sixth, drill a hole in the other end and
in. from
bend in the opposite way about
the end. Screw the long 8/32 in. screw into
the tapped hole, leaving the nut on the screw,
and screw the key contact to it, using the
in. bushing. Now take the finished piece
and bolt to one side of the panel, using a
binding post.
Seventh, take the brass spring, drill a hole
in each end and screw the other key contact
to it. Take the short brass strip and drill a
hole in each end, then bend it at right in. back from each end, reangles about
versing directions. Bolt the spring to the
strip and bolt the whole thing to the panel.
Eighth, replace the arm of the key and you
have the break-in completed. Not much to
look at, but it surely does the work.
In hooking up the break-in, disconnect the
transmitter from the r.f. ammeter, at A. Run
a lead from the ammeter to the binding post
C on the break-in. Run a lead from the
binding post D to the antenna binding post
on the receiver, also to the transmitter at A.
(Continued on Page 48)
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With the Amateur Operators
AN ALL-SHORT-WAVE RECEIVER
By A. BINNEWEG, JR.

particular attention is given to
station design for 1929 conditions, amateurs may have difficulty in working
at the higher frequencies. The experimenter
will use the 10 -meter and 5 -meter bands
with reflectors. Those who will use the 20
and 40 -meter bands must use special care
and apparatus.
The usual 40 and 20 -meter receiver will
not also operate at 5 and 10 meters, as the
parts are too large. To satisfy 1929 requirements, the set must tune sharply over a narrow band, which means that midget condensers will be used. Many amateurs will
leave the narrow bands and experiment with
the much wider 10 -meter one which has exceptional possibilities. The writer has developed a receiver which covers efficiently
the 5 and 10 -meter bands and meets the 1929
requirements for the 20 and 40 -meter ones.
The receiver is constructed in two sections:
a two -stage screen grid amplifier in one and
a regenerative detector and two -stage audio
amplifier in the other. The r.f. amplifier
section is especially useful for the higher
frequencies as the amplification falls off. It
may be added to any short-wave receiver.
By proper circuit design and parts placement,
it is possible to operate the amplifier without
any great amount of skidding, a grounded
copper sheet between the two tubes usually
being sufficient to prevent oscillation at 5
and 10 meters. Fig. 1 shows the complete
circuit diagram.
The r.f. amplifier coils must be of small
diameter to limit the field and minimize inductive feed-back. For 40 meters, 2-in. coils
with 12 turns are about right, and at 20
meters 4 turns- will do, the exact size depending upon the range of the tuning condensers. The antenna coil and its associated
secondary are mounted on a 3 by 4-in. piece
of bakelite placed directly below the condenser so that the wiring is short and direct.
The plate coil of the first stage is mounted
in a similar manner. A 10 by 11 -in. baseboard provides ample space between the parts.
Separate batteries can be used for each
stage. Separate binding posts are provided
for each A and B battery supply and two
posts are left free for the leads of the output coupling coil.
Filament current for each r.f. amplifier
stage is supplied through two rheostats connected in series. One is variable for filament
regulation. The other is fixed as regards
NLESS

Short -Wave R.F. Amplifier with Screen -Grid Tubes
filament voltage, but is adjustable so as to
give the best grid -bias. This bias adjustment is secured through a lead from the
movable arm to a separate post. The four
rheostats and binding posts are mounted on
a 4 by 11 -in. piece of bakelite, which is separated above the baseboard by two wooden
uprights.
The second r.f. stage requires a .0002 mfd.
grid condenser and 1 or 2 meg. leak. This
amplifier will operate well at 40 meters without by-pass condensers. For shorter wave
work .002 or .003 mfd. will serve.
The clips for the control grids consist of
trimmed fahnestock clips to which the leads
are soldered.
The main panel measures 7 by 12 in. and
shows two 100 -degree dials and a filament
switch between. The ground post is mounted
on the small panel, with the antenna coil,
which is fitted with a strip of bakelite and

plug; this rotates in a jack which can
change the coupling. A flexible lead to the
antenna coil connects to the antenna post at
the rear of the set. The small panels supporting the plug-in coils are fastened to wooden
in.
supports and clear the baseboard about
The tuning of the amplifier is not sharp at
any frequency so that one can tune somewhere near the band, and the receiver is then
the usual two -control affair. The input
tuned-circuit to the amplifier has the most
effect on the overall amplification.
The construction of the regenerative detector and audio section is almost self-evident
from the circuit diagram and picture.
For reception at 5 meters, both 100 pfd.
midget shunt condensers are set at minimum,
the 2 -turn secondary is used, and tuning is
as easy as usual. The shunt condensers are
adjusted for a certain minimum capacity
which is desirable in the secondary circuit,
a G. R.

/
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Fig. 1.
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..3t4Sv:Circuit Diagram for All -Short -Wave Receiver with Screen -Grid R.F. Amplifier
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for the throttle -control has a large detuning
effect when the total secondary capacity is
near that of the tube capacities.
To operate at 10 meters, simply plug in
the next coil and listen anywhere between 5
and 10 meters. The secondary shunt condenser is used to shift to a new band.
To operate at 20 or 40 meters, a large inductance can be used, or else the shunt condenser can be set somewhere near maximum and a smaller coil employed.
It is interesting to compare receiving conditions with the different LC ratios possible.
Any size of inductance, within reason, is all
right, as adjustment is made with the shunt
condenser. When the proper position is once
located, the knob -setting is noted, and rapid
wave -changing is then possible. It certainly
is a relief to have a receiver which will operate efficiently at the lower wavelengths also.
For 5 and 10 meters, the plug-in coils are
self-supporting and are mounted in '99 bases;
for 20 and 40 meters, the larger bases may be
used with the coils wound directly on them.
If desired, celluloid -supported coils may
be mounted horizontally on these bases. A
good tube socket should be used for the plugin coils; by a simple test, at even 10 meters,
the capacity between the socket terminals
(and what little wiring there is) alone, is
sufficient so that the operation of one condenser has some effect on the other. The
socket is mounted on a block between the
condensers and the leads are thus short.
The throttle -control is a 100 pfd. midget
which is sufficient for the shorter wave -bands.
For the higher wave -bands, the other 100
pfd. midget, shunt condenser, is utilized and
the receiver can thus cover a very large
range without changing coils. It is important to adjust the tickler so that good regeneration -control is secured with the condenser
near a maximum setting, so that detuning of
the secondary circuit will be negligible.
The midgets are mounted on small brass
angles; some midgets already have these.
Extension handles are used, which allows
efficient reception at the highest frequencies
without any body effects. A half -inch wooden
panel, screwed to two uprights, to which the
sub -panel is screwed, makes a sturdy set.
To properly center the extension handles, the
condensers are first mounted in place and
the handles extended to the panel, which is
then marked and drilled. Large holes are
drilled half way through the panel for the
vernier -dial screws, and smaller ones the rest
of the way. Often the advantage of a good
vernier dial is lost by motion at the bottom;
if two brass wood screws fitted with washers
are used to hold it here, no trouble will be
had. A small dial or knob is used on the
regeneration control.
A good choke, which will cover the 5 and
10 -meter bands also, consists of several small
windings in series on a /-in. dowel ; these
windings consist of 20, 40, 60, 80 and 100
turns, bunch -wound, and are spaced about
/-in. apart. Basket -weave coils may be used

A SELECTIVE SHORT-WAVE
RECEIVER

LIST OF PARTS FOR ALL SHORTWAVE RECEIVER
100-mmfd. Midget variable condensers
15-mmfd. Midget variable condenser
Tube bases for coils
4
1

sockets for amplifier tubes.
1 filament switch
1 detector rheostat
112 detector tube
2 amplifying tubes
2 peaked audio amplifying transformers
2 fixed filament resistors
2 extension handles
Wire for coils (No. 12 and No. 20) ; wire
for chokes (No. 36), bakelite (7 by 12
and 7 by 7 suggested); baseboard and
uprights, screws for same, etc.
2

5-meg. grid leak

The capacity of the grid condenser has considerable effect on the operation of a receiver of this type. If too large, considerable
effect of one control on the other occurs
through the tube capacities. For "all -wave"
use, it is preferable to use a variable condenser so that best values may be selected
in different bands. A midget having a maximum of 100 pfd. gives good results. At 5
and 10 meters, this condenser is turned down
( Continued on Page 52

By R. WM. TANNER

The selectivity of the usual regenerative
short-wave receiver can be greatly improved
by adding a Hartley oscillator and removing

the tickler coil as shown in the accompanying circuit diagram. The oscillator control
has no tuning effect on the detector. The
pitch of the signal is not changed when the
secondary condenser is varied after a signal is tuned in. This is in marked contrast
to the detuning of the grid or secondary circuit which occurs when the tickler is varied
in the usual form of regenerative receiver.
If the tickler coil is retained when the oscillator is added, greater sensitivity is possible,
but another control is added thereby.
While complete shielding is desirable, it
is not necessary if the oscillator harmonics
are used to produce beats. A slight rushing
noise is heard when one of the harmonics
crosses the wave of the detector. Although
this set is a little harder to tune than a
straight regenerative receiver, the results
are more than worth it. R, is a 1 megohm
clarostat used in place of a pick-up coil.
The antenna coupling coil L has 5 turns

B

if desired.

of No.

3190Y

-

enamel wire and may well be
that close coupling can be used
on weak signals and loose coupling on strong
signals. The secondary plug-in coils L,, are
space -wound with No. 18 enamel wire on a
3 -in. form.
They have 19, 8 and 3 turns
respectively for the 80, 40 and 20 -meter
bands, being tuned by a .00014 mfd. condenser C. The detector grid condenser C,
is .00015 mfd. and the grid leak R 6 megohms.
The oscillator coil L2 has a wavelength
range of about 180 to 400 meters when tuned
with a .00025 mfd. condenser Cs. A high
ratio vernier dial must be used on this condenser. The coil consists of 50 turns of No.
26 d.c.c. wire on a 3/ -in. bakelite form, with
a filament connection tap at the 25th turn.
(Continued on Page 54)

variable

All -Short-Wave Receiver
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Circuit Diagram for Selective Short -Wave Receiver with Oscillator
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Inside Stories of Factory Built Receivers
III. Freshman Model Q-15
PrHIS

is the first factory -built a.c. receiver
to use a screen -grid tube as an r.f. am-

plifier. The other tubes in this four -tube set
are a '27 tube as a detector, a '26 tube as a
first audio amplifier, and a '71 tube in the
second audio stage. Filament current at 3.1,
2.25, 1.4, and 4.8 volts, respectively, is supplied through a stepdown multiple -tapped
transformer from a 110 -volt a.c. source. Plate
voltages are supplied through a full -wave

and sensitivity, a volume control, wherein a
rheostat varies the antenna- current, and an
"on-and -off" switch. It uses an outside antenna and ground.
The tuning condenser and power plant are
in separately shielded compartments. The
screen -grid tube is also shielded.
The r.f. amplification from the screen -grid
tube and its associated transformer is claimed
to be from 25 to 40, despite the limitations

to more than compensate for the slight reduction in shield -grid tube gain. This is
automatically maintained well below the oscillating point so as to avoid distortion.
Most of the circuit constants for the receiver and power plant are shown in the

accompanying circuit diagram. The general
construction and arrangement of the chassis
may be seen in the picture thereof.

NEW RADIO CATALOGS
TYPE NUMBERS

Radio Insulators of all types are illustrated and described in a pamphlet from
Knox Porcelain Corp., Knoxville, Tenn.,
which also shows such antenna accessories
as wire, lead-ins, and lightning arresters.

OF TUBES

A new bulletin on socket power condensers
from the Dubilier Condenser Corporation of
New York City shows a complete line of
paper dielectric condenser blocks as designed
for use with various standard transformers.
Dry "A" 2000 mfd. condensers are also listed
and described.

Freshman Model Q-15 Chassis
rectifier-filter system using an '80 tube. The
entire receiver, including the power supply
equipment, is compactly assembled on a steel
chassis.
The set has four controls: a 190 to 570
meter tuning dial which operates a two -gang
.00036 mfd. condenser, a vernier .00004 mfd.
condenser which adjusts for fine selectivity
li

imposed by operating the filament on raw a.c.
Such amplification is as good or better than
is secured with the usual two stages of r.f.
amplification. One of the secrets of its performance is the use of a high grid bias to
prevent a.c. modulation.
A small amount of regeneration is ingeniously introduced into the detector circuit
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Antenna Capacity," by Frederick W. Grover.
This information is of value to an amateur
transmitter who is designing an antenna system whose fundamental wavelength he desires to know.
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Publication No. 84 from the U. S. Bureau
of Standards is a Standard Time Conversion Chart which gives a direct reading for
the standard time at any desired longitude
corresponding to the time at a given place.
The chart is printed on heavy Bristol board
and consists of two concentric circles, one
of which can be revolved. This can be
secured from the U. S. Government Printing
Office for ten cents.
Scientific Paper No. 568 from the U. S.
Bureau of Standards contains "Methods,
Formulas and Tables for the Calculation of
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Radio Kit Reviews
HFL MODEL 10 ISOTONE

is shunted across each of the larger .0001
secondary condensers, allowing each i.f. circuit to be separately tuned. This compensates for variations in the internal capacities
of the tubes, making it possible to maintain
the utmost selectivity of the amplifier at all
times. The sensitivity of the i.f. amplifier is
controlled by variation of the voltage applied
to the screen grid. Each stage is said to have
a radio -frequency gain of 65.
In the tuning unit a small trimmer condenser, shunted across the oscillator coils,
makes it possible to adjust the oscillator and
antenna tuning dials so that they read alike.
In balancing the instrument for best results
it is necessary to leave all the shield cans
covered with the exception of the one to be
balanced. Once the intermediate amplifier is
balanced it should be left that way until such

HFL Model 10 Isotone is a standard
screen -grid superheterodyne, utilizing
nine d.c. tubes as a radio receiver, with a
tenth tube available as an extra stage of
audio amplification for phonograph reproduction. It incorporates several new features,
including a radiophone control switch on
the panel. When this switch is turned to the
phonograph side the oscillator, detectors and
i.f. amplifiers are completely disconnected
from the circuit, leaving three stages of a.f.
amplification with '12A tubes for the first
two stages and two '71As in push-pull for
the third. This a.f. amplifier may be used in
connection with any external detector, short
wave or broadcast, by plugging the latter
into the tip jacks designed for the phono THE

l':11!19!!!!1!!1.,.

HFL Model 10 Isotone

graph pickup. When the switch is turned to
"radio" one stage of audio is disconnected,
and the other tubes thrown back into the
circuit.
Either a loop or an outside antenna may
be used. In the case of the latter, the phone
tips hanging from the antenna coupler are
plugged into the tip jacks marked for the
loop. The oscillator and first detector use

time as any of the screen grid tubes have to
be replaced. The only remaining variable
control is the small trimmer condenser in the
antenna tuning stage. This is non -critical in
adjustment and does not usually have to be
touched. It is possible, however, to make the
receiver oscillate by tightening this condenser. All units are thoroughly shielded.
The kit comes in four parts; namely the
base pan, the front control unit, the i.f. amplifier unit and the a.f. unit. All are fastened

'01A tubes, the three i.f. stages use '22 type,
the second detector and first two stages of
a.f. use '12A type, and the last stage of
push-pull audio '71A tubes.
The i.f. transformers are peaked at 450 k.c.
so as to give one -spot tuning. It will be
noticed that a 25 mmf variable condenser

rown
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to a metal sub -base drilled for speedy mounting. Six bakelite strips protrude through the

bottom of the base pan and the terminals
thereon are easily hooked up with nickel plated connecting strips. The whole job of
assembly can be done in less than an hour;
each unit fitted into place and made fast,
bottom connecting strips screwed on, panel
and knobs mounted on front, tubes put into
their sockets and covered with the individual shield cans. The panel is 7 x 26 in.
in size, of walnut grained Micarta.
The manufacturers of the 'HFL Isotone
have also designed a power pack which furnishes all of the required voltages to the receiver. This is sold completely assembled
and wired and provides the following currents and voltages: A current,
amperes
at 6 volts; C voltages variable 0-15 and fixed
45 volts; B voltages 45 (variable 0-90), 135
and 180 volts. There is a variable resistor in
the A supply circuit which allows the filament voltage to be increased or decreased.
Oversize condenser sections and heavy
chokes eliminate all tendency toward motor
boating and voltage fluctuation. The instrument uses dry rectifiers and condensers
throughout and the plate current is furnished
by means of a 280 rectifier tube.
When using the power pack on the a.f.
amplifier alone, i.e., on phonograph reproduction, with the filaments of the six unused
tubes turned off, it was found necessary to
use a compensating resistance. This is incorporated in the set.
The parts in the kit are:
1
HFL Isotone assembled and wired
tuning unit, 1 HFL Isotone assembled and
wired screened grid amplifier, 1 HFL Isotone assembled and wired audio amplifier,
8 HFL Isotone shield cans with ,tops, 1 base
assembly plate, 1 drilled and engraved front
panel, 1 seven -wire cable and plug, 2 gold
escutcheons with knobs (attached), 2 dial
lights (inside of drums), 2 large walnut control knobs, 1 small walnut switch knob,
2 steel panel supporting brackets, 12 plate
connecting strips, 55 6/32 hexagon brass
nuts, 14 3/4 in. hexagon spacer studs, 14
3/4 in. by 6/32 R.H. machine screws, 6
in. by 6/32 F.H. black machine screws,
4
in by 6/32 R.H. machine screws, 11
tinned copper lugs, 6 ft. push -back wire.
(Continued on Page 58)
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This is the Medium Size Eveready Layerbilt B"
Battery No. 485. 31/4 inches thick. 45 volts, $2.95.

If you use the medium size, you
can buy the Eveready Medium
Size "B" Battery No. 772, for
$2.75. It's a fine battery of its

type-cylindrical cell. BUT,
just add 20 cents to your

price, and get the Eveready
Layerbilt Medium Size "B "
Battery No. 485. Same outside
2 tl e IY1t1re
size as the older battery, but
more active materials inside, and
so you buy 25% longer life with your
20 extra cents. Another great battery
bargain!
Both these Eveready Layerbilts are made of
flat cells that fill all available space inside the
battery case. This construction avoids the useless waste spaces between the cells of the older,
cylindrical cell type of battery, and eliminates
soldered connections between cells. The truly
modern "B" battery is the Eveready Layerbilt.
These two batteries, exclusive with Eveready,
are longer lasting and more economical. Look
for the name Layerbilt on the label.

costs you on

NATIONAL
New York

CARBON

COMPANY, INC.
San Francisco

Unit of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation

Never was so much
extra service
Radio Batteries
bought for so
few extra cents

Miner

Layerbilt construction is a patented
Eveready feature. Only Eveready
makes Layerbilt Batteries.

TUESDAY NIGHT
IS EVEREADY HOUR NIGHT
East of the Rockies, 9 P. M. Eastern
Standard Time, through WEAF and associated N. B. C. stations. On the Pacific
Coast, 8 P. M. Pacific Standard Time,
through N. B. C. Pacific Coast network,

are a "B" battery user. You are most probably interested in one of two popular sizes. You
use, in the majority of cases, either the heavy
duty size, or the medium size. If you use the
heavy duty "B" batteries, which is the
most economical thing to do, you can
get the Heavy Duty Eveready No. 770,
which contains cylindrical cells,
for $4.00. BUT for only 25 cents
more you can have the famous
Eveready Layerbilt No. 486, which
is the same size, outside, but
which contains more active materials, and lasts 30% longer. For
your extra quarter you get from
costs you
a quarter to nearly a third more
service. Never before did 25 cents
YOU

NATIO oNAL CARgOg

--

--.,.....4.a.
NADE IN

only
25emore

usA.

oAC.

buy so much battery service !

This is the famous original Eveready Layerbilt "B" Battery No. 486. The longest lasting of all Evereadys. 4 7/16
inches thick. 45 volts, $4.25.

SEE

AND

HEAR

THE

NEW

EVEREADY
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RADIO AIDS AIR RACES
(Continued from Page 30)

Here they come! There they go
Zoom! Zoom! That was a close one.
He didn't miss the pylon very far that
time! And we're inside, too. Here
comes one that whines like a siren. After
it passes, an observer calls:
"Operator Plane number 159 fouled
pylon Sixth lap."
The operator grabs the key.
!

!

!

"6EMF 6EMF

SERVICE`
If you are interested in commercial servicing of radio receivers,
you should investigate the unusual merits of the following
Weston instruments -- each one
a testing authority in its specific
field.

6

He doesn't complete the third set of
call letters before headquarters station,
6EMF, answers, using the "break-in"

Model
528

DE 6EMF GA (Go
ahead) ," says 6EMF.
6EMI: "QFP (Foul pylon) NR 159

on top of

all

WHEN you look inside of your
radio, be sure you see the monogram «C" smiling up at you on the
top of each radio tube.
Thirteen years of experience and
tireless research combined with a
guarantee against mechanical and
electrical defect stand behind this
simple monogram.
Cunningham Tube quality has
resulted in national leadership and
public approval, two assets we zealously guard, and is your assurance
of faultless modern reception.

Never use old tubes

with new ones-use
new tubes throughout

E. T. CUNNINGHAM, INC.
New York
Chicago
San Francisco
Manufactured and sold under rights, patents
and inventions owned and/or controlled by
Radio Corporation of America.
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meter

Range

"6EMI

Look for the

Volt-

3

system.

SIXTH LAP K."
6EMF answers:

A.C.

"OK

QRX."

(O. K., stand by.)
In a few seconds come the signals
from 6EMF again: "6EMI DE 6EMF
NR 159 DISQUALIFIED AND SIGNALLED QSU (Will call you later.) "
The whole operation hardly took over
thirty seconds! Before the plane could

reach the field, flying well over 100
miles an hour, the judges knew what had
happened at Pylon Number 3. Plane
Number 159 is flagged out and is saved
from going around several useless laps.
Even more important than "QFP"
was QRR. This signal in amateur radio
corresponds to the "SOS" of commercial
radio. At the air races it was used as
the signal for a crash, and we are glad
to say that its use was seldom required.
One day, a plane failed to appear at
Pylon Number 3 after three laps.
6EMI advised 6EMF, and the latter
made an immediate investigation. It
was found that the plane had completed
three laps at Pylons 1 and 3, and had
passed Pylon Number 2 on its fourth
lap. The plane was therefore between
2 and 3. A search was made by a scout
plane and it was found only a few minutes after it had made a forced landing
because of minor trouble.
On another occasion one of the pylons
reported a grass fire in the vicinity. A
scouting plane was dispatched to the
scene and an accurate report of the blaze
was made to firemen within a very short
time, thus aiding them materially in
handling the situation.
It was one thing to tap out a few
orders and acknowledgements at the key
from time to time, but it was another
thing to continue this work from hour
to hour and from day to day. It was
also quite a job to make five complete
installations and then remove them after
the races. Sometimes during the day
there was considerable time between
races. The most you had and the least
you wanted was dust and heat! Ice
cream sodas at a dollar each would be
Tell them you saw it in RADIO
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This compact little instrument
shown above has three ranges
150/8/4 volts. It is designed for
line supply and filament voltage
tests of A.C. Receivers. A handy
kit instrument, exceptionally accurate, light and durable. Contained in mottled red and black
Bakelite case.
MODEL 537 A. C. - D. C.
SET TESTER
complete servicing outfit that will
quickly diagnose the trouble in any type
of radio receiver set made-without need
for any additional equipment. The meters
provided are equivalent to ten instruments: A 3 -range A.C. Voltmeter
150/8/4 volts; a D.C. Volt Milliammeter with five voltage ranges-600/
300/120/60/9 volts, (all 1,000 ohms per
volt) ; and two current ranges -150/30
milliamperes.
With this Weston Set Tester filament,
grid, plate and cathode voltages are
determined under actual operating conditions. It determines filament current
requirements and plate current drain. It
locates "shorts" between grid and plate
as well as distortion in the audio system
due to tube overloading. It provides for
filament circuit and general continuity
tests, and also serves as a rapid tube tester.
A

-

Write for descriptive circulars
just oft the press

WESTON ELECTRICAL
INSTRUMENT CORPORATION
600 Frelinghuysen Ave.
NEWARK, N. J.
Pacific Coast Representatives
A. A. Barbera
Graybar Electric
Los Angeles, Calif.
Company, Inc.
Repair Service
84 Marion St.
Laboratory
Seattle, Wash.
682 Mission St.
J. H. Southard
San Francisco,
San Francisco,
Calif.

Calif.

WEBTON
RADIO

INSTRUMENTS

cheap! But the boys stuck it out to the
last day with perfect scores.
As a reward for their services they
received the sincere thanks and appreciation of the race officials and the satisfaction that they had contributed, in no
small way, to a good cause. They had
saved the management some thousands
of dollars. They had eliminated a large
amount of worry for the officials. They
received not a cent of money, as this is
against the amateur's code of ethics and
the rules of his license.
The boys operating the stations during the races were: Bert Fox (6DY) ,
Charles A. H i 11 (6BRO-6DRO),

Do You Read The

TECHNICAL
JOURNAL
of the

Charles Lundblad (6CYX) , William
Breuer (6BZR) , Charles A. Nichols
(6ASM) , Donald Champion (6FA) ,
and Bob Parrish (6QF-6PS-6XC) .

RADIO INDUSTRY

Editor
M. L. MUHLEMAN

PHONOGRAPH PICK-UP UNITS

Radio Engineering has been
published for eight years for the
engineers, technicians, manufacturers and dealers of the radio

Managing Editor
G. C. B. ROWE

(Continued from ,Page 24)
1`

Associate Editors
JOHN F. RIDER
AUSTIN C. LESCARBOURA

rise on the low frequencies to compen-

sate for the drop in the phonograph records. This may be accomplished by using
an audio transformer in the first stage
which has the primary circuit resonated
at a low frequency, somewhere between
40 and 80 cycles per second. There are
available on the market at least three
varieties of transformers which have a
resonant primary, generally with the
condenser and B battery feed resistance,
mounted inside of the transformer case.
Such a transformer will give a decided
peak on the very low notes when the
unit is connected across it and the volume control is simply a variable resistance in shunt. With this arrangement
much better music is available from

It covers, in some forty text pages each month, the
latest developments in manufacturing and engineering,
design, production, etc. It includes valuable material on
construction, testing and servicing.
In the `Commercial Developments" section, Radio
Engineering deals with television, moving picture transmission, aeroplane and train communication, speech
amplifying systems, etc.
Contributors and authors include the leading engineers
in the electrical and radio field.

phonographs than is available from most
broadcast stations.

The Table of Contents of the Latest Issue includes:
Isolation and Resonance in Audio Frequency Circuits

BOOK REVIEW
"Practical Radio," by James A. Moyer and
John F. Wostrel, third edition, 378 pages,
S
by 7/ in. Published by McGraw-Hill
Book Co., New York City. Price, $2.50.
This text provides a simple answer to the
question of what is radio and how is it
transmitted and received. In an elementary
manner it describes the circuits and parts
ordinarily used in radio telephony and telegraphy. Its discussion of vacuum tubes is
especially helpful to the novice. As part of
a section devoted to the testing of sets is
printed a trouble chart which shows at a
glance the probable cause and remedy for the
common troubles to which a set is liable. It
also includes a somewhat sketchy treatment
of a.c. filament tubes, rectifiers and loudspeakers. As a whole, it provides a good introduction to the serious study of the subject
of radio stripped from its mathematical technicalities.

A low voltage filament is used in the
'26 type of a.c. tube because thereby the
a.c. hum is reduced. The lower voltage
allows the use of a heavier filament and
greater current with consequent smaller
change in filament temperature and emission. The lower voltage also causes a
smaller electro -static field and consequent
tendency to hum.

field.

By KENDALL CLOUGH

By

JOHN F. RIDER

The Engineering History of Radio
By DONALD McNICOL
Past President A. I. E. E.

®

By

J. R. NELSON

An A.C. Audio Amplifier for Television

The Mathematics of Radio
By

Detection with the Screen -Grid Tube
J. R. FRANCIS

New Developments of the Month
Commercial Developments
News of the Industry

(and other material)
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CONSTRUCTED BREAK-IN

Wire
Your
Home

(Continued from Page 40)

Cut out squeaks and
squawks with
Wirt Static Filter
Only $2.2 5. Guaranteed to filter out practically all usual static noises-or get your
money back. Sharpens selectivity. Sweetens
tones, including high soprano. No distortion; volume stays the same. Fits any A -C
or battery set, anywhere. Easy to install
and adjust. Get one!

Save Your Tubes
with Wirt Voltage Regulator. A-C tubes
and sets do best on 110 volts. Normal
voltages are higher and there are frequent
current "surges". Wirt

Regulator admits

only an even, constant flow into
the set. Saves
tubes and set

from being
burned out. Sup-

presses line noises,
too. Only $2.25.

Lightning Protection
Wirt Lightning Arrester safeguards not
only the radio set, but all its parts, too,,
ti and, in any weather. Gives peace of
mind during electrical storms. Easy
to put in place. Stays
rigid. Good lookdG
ing. Only $1.00.

ir "'
Íçr`I

Any radio dealer can get you Static Filter.
Regulator, and Lightning Arrester. Or send
check-we'll ship postpaid by return mail.

WiRTZOMPAM(
5221 Greene Street

Philadelphia, Pa.

Makers of "Dim -a -lite ' and "Dim -a -Lamp"

g5,A25
Starts You

Let me show you how
to make big money
right from the start.
I've prepared a FREE

book explaining all details. First
week's profit pays for all equipment. You can get all the battery
charging business in your community with my
Service Station Charger-it's years ahead of ordinary chargers-handles 50% to 70% more
batteries. I explain everything-start you in a
business of your own and put you on the way to
big money. Write for FREE BOOK.
C. F. HOLMES, Chief Engineer, Dept. gM
Independent Electric Works
5116 Ravenswood Ave. Chicago, IIi.
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for

When the key is up you are receiving
through the secondary of the transmitter's
oscillation transformer. When the key is
pressed the receiver is grounded out and the
ground circuit of the transmitter is closed.
Be sure to adjust the contacts of the
break-in so that they close just a fraction of
a second before the main power contacts of
the key close. In other words, the receiver
must be grounded before the power goes into
the transmitter for full protection. It is advisable to put a safety gap across the antenna
and ground posts of the receiver as an added
precaution; that is, if the receiver is not
already so equipped.

AMATEUR RADIO RESEARCH
CLUB BANQUET
By WALLACE S. WIGGINS

The largest amateur radio banquet in two
years for Southern California took place in
the Chamber of Commerce Building, September 12, 1928, sponsored by the Amateur Radio
Research Club of Los Angeles. Over 115
enthusiasts of "brass pounding" were present
in the banquet hall, which echoed and reechoed with shrill whistles in true "ham"
style.
A. H. Babcock, A. R. R. L. director, described the situation at Washington with
regard to the status of the amateur, and
stressed the importance of keeping up with
the times in the design of transmitters and
receivers for efficient operation in the new
kilocycle bands. He also spoke of operation
in channels other than the amateur bands,
explaining the "American Eagle Channel,"
for the Army and Naval Reserve Units.
"Bob" Parrish, 6QF, president of the A.
R. R. C., and chairman of the banquet committee, introduced the speakers. "Jimmie"
Warner of KHAB, the "Southern Cross,"
first plane to fly from Oakland to Australia,
modestly described part of the flight in a
short speech, saying that the trip was "uneventful," but that he appreciated the cooperation of the amateur operators. Bob
Hutchings, 6AKF, related a most interesting story of a trip to Siberia and China on
which they took portable receiving and transmitting equipment. The big "kick" of the
evening came when Hutchings said that although reception was none too good, the
strongest signals from the United States came
from 6CUT. As the owner and operator of
that station was present, he was called upon
to describe his supposedly super-high powered transmitter for the benefit of those unfortunates who lacked the cash to purchase
high-powered stuff. He was introduced as
Homer F. Beal, Jr., of Riverside, Calif. The
surprise and wonder of the assembly can
well be imagined when Beal said he was
using a
-watt tube with 1000 volts on
the plate through a 30 -henry choke. He explained further, however, that a zeppelin
antenna, constructed with the greatest care,
was being used. This probably accounted for
a large share of the success of his strong
signals in Siberia.
"Wally" Wiggins, 6CHZ, explained the
operations at the National Air Races in connection with the club's activities in providing communication. Bert Fox, 6DY, supplemented this with an explanation of the details of installation and operation. It was
announced that over 2400 messages had been
handled, free of charge, for patrons of the
recent radio show in Los Angeles.
Tell them you saw it in RADIO
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Radio

Build Up

Your
Radio Sales
yA3,,,airemy
Radio Convenience
Outlets
PIT HE newest and fastest

-a

selling thing in radio

convenience outlet
for every radio need. No
unsightly wires inside or
outside of the building;
no marring of the woodwork. Your customers can
enjoy their radio programs in any room in the
house. Every radio user
is a prospect for radio
outlets and radio wiring.
Easily installed. Fit any
standard switch box. Full
instructions and wiring
information.
No. 135-For Loud Speaker ___$1.00
No. 136-For Aerial and Ground 1.00
No. 137-For Battery Connections
2.50
No. 138-For A. C. Connections 1.00
No. 134-For Several Loud
Speakers ___
_ 2.50
No. 132-For Power Pack Connections
3.00

At Your Dealers

YAXLEY MFG. CO.
Dept. A, 9 So. Clinton Street
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

MARSHALL SHORT-WAVE
RECEIVER
(Continued from Page 36)

after time without any variation in the
dial readings or numbers. Reception on
8000, 12,000 and 16,000 kilocycles was
effected without interference. A temporary removal of one of the shielded grid tubes, however, cut down the signal
strength appreciably.
Using this receiver, the Eagle picked
up signals in the daytime with regularity
from Washington, D. C.; Key West,
Fla.; New Orleans, La.; and Guantanamo, Cuba, while cruising in the Panama Canal Zone. However, the signals
from stations northward from Louisiana
to the Great Lakes were intercepted with
the greatest clarity while the Eagle was
located in the Panama Canal waters.
Amateur stations on the Atlantic seaboard were also heard satisfactorily. The
comparativé tests between this receiver
and a standard navy outfit were conducted with both receivers connected to
the same antenna-using the so-called
"coupled tube" arrangement of the
Bellevue Naval Research Laboratory.
Tests on a submarine were restricted
by the usual limiting factor of submerging radio in salt water, namely, at a
depth of 20 feet there is a sudden and
complete extinction of the received radio
signal. However, this receiving set
oscillated and was as easily controlled
while submerged as when on the surface
of the water. Furthermore, when using
a loop or coil of wire as pick-up system
on this submarine the distant signalsf rom Rocky Point and other transmitting stations-were nearly as loud as
when employing the conventional high frequency antenna on the Eagle. The
use of one-half of the loop antenna on
the submarine caused a material sacrifice in signal strength. When the submarine was resting on the surface of the
water, this new receiver appeared to
function most advantageously when receiving signals from distant stations on
a frequency of 18,000 kilocycles.

IMPROVEMENTS IN CRYSTAL
CONTROL
AMATEURS should take particular note
of the improvements which are
being incorporated into many of the
broadcasting, stations, in the form of crystal control. Several of the stations have
two crystals, either of which may be
used as the main control, and these
crystals are cut so accurately as to be
within 100 cycles of each other. To maintain accurateness of frequency, each
crystal is heated electrically to a certain
fixed temperature, at which it is cali-

brated.
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RETURN EVERYTHING, OUR
EXPENSE, UNLESS DELIGHTED

Latest e
[A\CTORY URICES Powerful , New

i

Choice of Cabinets
AC or Battery Sets

r

30 Days'

Trial

Cathedral Toned, Super Selective, Long Distance Getters

Richly designed genuine wal-

Battery or Electric AC Sets
ENJOY any Miraco 30 days in your
home. Return everything, our expense, Ultra8

nutconsole

of finest

type.Electro - dyne
mic ormagnetic power speaker

unless delighted YOUR VERDICT
FINAL. Send for latest catalog and
Amazing Special Wholesale Price Offer.
America's big, old, reliable Radio Corporation springs its 9th annual sensation!
Latest shielded 1 -dial, Super -powered,
hum -free Electric AC and newest battery
sets of finest construction and costliest
prices.
features at astounding low factory
Compare with radios at 2 to 4 times the price-

Graceful Spinet
console, genuine walnut.
Cholceof speakers. Also comes
In Radio -Phonograph Comb'n.

4988
Electric
AC -8

87150
Electric

unless your Miraco proves itself the MOST SELEC-

AC -9
and
TIVE, RICHEST, CLEAREST TONED don't
58375
MOST POWERFUL DISTANCE GETTER,
buy! Miracos have phonograph pick-up connection.
Delighted thousands report programs from Coast
to Coast, Canada, Cuba, Mexico, with magnificent
Big
clear, cathedral tone. 3 year guarantee on each set.
Choice of beautiful consoles, metal or wood table Discounts
cabinets, latest dynamic power speakers, radio and
Exclusive Terphonograph combinations.
ritory to User much
make
or
save
Insure complete satisfaction,
Agents on Batfine tery or AC Elecmoney-deal direct with a big old maker ofoffer!
tric Outfits
amazing
Get
radios -9th successful year.
MIDWEST RADIO CORP'N, 414-C14 Miraco BIdg.,Ciacinnatl,O.

Le-Boy Console that costs
little. Dynamic
A

Power Speaker.

Popular inexpensive combination. Set on table

speaker.

SPECIAL FACTORY OFFER,
BEAUTIFULLY ILLUSTRATED CATALOG AMAZING
you want-of our
TESTIMONY OF NEARBY USERS-All the proofexperience
and the

honesty, fairness, size, financial integrity,radio
performance of our sets-including Amazing Factory Offer-sent with
catalog.
.1111.........11......11

RADIO CORP'N
Me MIDWEST
9th Successful Year

New - type armchair console of

t-

genuine

speakers.

414 -CN Miraco Bldg., Cincinnati, O.

THIS COUPON
IS NOT
AN ORDER

g WITHOUT OBLIGATION, send free catalog, Amazing
g Special Factory Offer testimony of nearby users. etc. ['User D Agent O Dealer
11
11

NAME
ADDRESS

A REAL SPECIAL OFFER!!
AMPLIFIER
UNI-RECTRON POWER
Dynamic Speakers)
(Ideal for use with

Model AP -935
As the Uni-Rectron stands
it is a super power amplifier, which can be used in
connection with any radio
set and loud speaker. Binding posts are provided for
input to the Uni-Rectron
and output to the speaker.
Requires no batteries for its
operation. It obtains its
power from the 110 volt,
60 cycle alternating current
lighting circuit of your
house.

With the coming limitations of the
amateur bands, there will undoubtedly
be an increased use of crystal control on
the short waves. By the installation
of a simple heating system and ther-

TRACE MARK REGISTERED

The UX-210 super power
amplifying tube and the
UX-216B or 281 rectifying
tube are used with this amplifier, which cannot overFrom the faintest
load.
whisper to the loudest crash
R. C. A. Uniof sound
Rectron amplifies each note
at its true value. High and
low notes are all treated
The volume and
alike.
quality delivered will be a
revelation.

-

List Price $88.50
(without tubes)

SPECIAL $19.75 Ea.

carton
Every one new and packed in original factory

NEW YORK CITY
AMERICAN., SALES COMPANY, 19-21 WARREN STREET,

(Continued on Page 51)
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LONGER
LIFE

TUBE TESTING SET

World's lowest priced power
speaker radio operating

(Continued from Page 33)

The reading should then be compared
with the nominal limits as indicated on
the accompanying table. If the emission
POWER AND RECTIFIER TUBE
TESTS
Indication for Good Tube
CX 310 No. 1 Dull red
No. 2 Dull orange
CX 313 No. 1
Dull orange
No. 2
}

SE>E.

1 Dark
No. 2 Dull orange
CX 350 No. 1 Dull red
No. 2 Dull orange
CX 380 No. 1 1
No. 2 Dull orange
CX 381 No. 1 Dark
No. 2 Dull orange

CX 316B No.

- CO

PRONOVNCED

RadioTubes
install a set
of CeCo Tubes inyour
radio, you immediately notice the greater clarity of
reproduction-the increased
sensitivity and the better
volume.
But your greatest satisfaction will come with their
longer operating life, making CeCo the most economical tubes to buy, and
worthy of their slogan
"they cost no more, but last
longer." This is made possible partly by the exclusive
method of evacuation.
To avoid disappointing results, make sure each socket
WHEN you

is equipped with CeCo
tubes. Whether for battery
or A. C. operation-there's
a CeCo for every radio
need
including "special
purpose" tubes that are not
obtainable elsewhere. They
are sold by leading dealers

-

everywhere.
Write for copy of our
booklet entitled "Getting
the most out of your

radio."

reading is below these figures it indicates, as a rule, that the tube has been
overloaded due to excessive filament or
plate voltage, or both, or that there has
not been sufficient C battery voltage
provided.
To take an emission reading on a
322, the screened grid amplifier, it is
necessary to connect the two grids together; this may be easily done by arranging an X base socket on an X tube
base, connecting a flexible wire with a
clip on it to the grid terminal of the
socket, inserting the 322 into this
adapter, placing the whole assembly into
the proper socket in the test set. If no
short circuits are shown on the lamps,
connect the clip to the top contact on
the 322 and then press the emission key
momentarily. To test the C-11 it will
be necessary to use an adapter to accommodate the special arrangement of
contact pins to the C-12 socket.
Type 300-A gas filled detector tubes
require a special test for sensitivity, and
can only be tested for short circuits and
filament emission in this test set.
The testing of 310, 313, 316-B, 350
and 381 tubes is extremely simple, it
being only necessary to place the tube in
the socket with the switch in position
No. 1, the condition of the tube being
indicated by the glowing of the lamps.
Make certain before placing the tube in
the socket that there is no short circuit
between the elements. A low emission
tube usually indicates abuse resulting
from too high filament voltage, too high
plate voltage, or insufficient grid voltage. A gassy tube may cause the lamps
to glow as if O. K., but of course, is de -

You will not be satisfied with your old
set after you hear one of the new
Crosleys. The new full toned power
speaker Crosley sets are 1928's greatest
radio achievement. Compare a Crosley
set with any other and you will find it
to be up-to-date genuine neutrodyne,
selective, sensitive, illuminated dial,

-

completely shielded, volume without
distortion and adaptability for installation in any type console cabinet.
FIVE DAYS
FREE TRIAL
IN YOUR
OWN HOME
Showbox $80

Bandbox $55

Musicone $15

PROVIDENCE.
50

Inc.

R.

I

Filament
Voltage
1.1 3.3
(Min. MA)'
Emission
6.0 5.5

3.3

5.0

5.0

Bandbox Jr. $35

The Crosley Radio Corporation

Powel Crosley, Jr., Pres. CINCINNATI, O.
Montana, Wyoming, Colorado, New Mexico
and West prices slightly higher
Prices of Crosley Radio Receivers do'tnot include tubes

Elections, football games, big
National events will boost radio
business this year. Set builders will
reap a rich harvest. Barawik service will
make you money. Everything in A -C sets,

parts, supplies. World's largest radio stocks on
hand. Orders shipped same day. Lowest rock -bottom
wholesale prices.)
Mail coupon for free Radio Catalog now

BA RAW' i4 CO.

CN CAGO,,U. 5. Á.

Mail this coupon for Free Radio Guide

e

Name

Addrese

C 11 C-CX' CX CX
CX CX
CX12' 299 220 301A 300A 340

CeCo MANUFACTURING Co.

Crosley Dealers are
authorized to home
demonstrate any
Crosley Receiver.
This is the only
way to buy radio.
Visit your nearest
dealer or write
Dept. 19 for his
name and address.

5.0

CX

CX

112 112A

5.0

5.0

CX
371

5.0

CX CX
371A 326
5.0

1.5

C

327'
2.5

13.0' 20.0' 14.0' 14.0' 45.0' 45.0' 40.0' 40.0' 35.0' 35.0
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fective. Make certain that there is no
decided blue glow surrounding the filament. A faint glow on the 380s, 381s
and 350s is the normal condition and
does not indicate a defect.

Kit

The New Knapp "A"

LIST OF PARTS FOR TEST SET
1

Panel 12 x 20 in.
base sockets
Navy type socket
Dial lamp sockets (Edison Min.
110 -volt lamp sockets, Standard
Socket for 327 a.c. tubes
Socket for old style 99 tubes
Socket for 377 protective lamp,
type
10-watt, 110 -volt Mazda lamps
6 -ohm, /-amp. fixed resistor
7 -wire cable, 5 ft. long
Kellogg Model 301 Key
10 -ohm rheostat, 11/2 amps. load
0-6 V. voltmeter
0-50 M. A. milliammeter
4-contact switch
2 -amp. resistor (6 in.
1/2 -ohm
Nichrome wire)
Dial lamps, 6 volts

4 X
1

2
2
1
1
1

2
1
1

l
1
1
1
1
1

2

base)
type

Bayonet

No. 22

,

The thoriated tungsten filament tubes
may be reactivated if the overload has
not been too severe. The coated type of
filament cannot be reactivated due to its
design, and any attempt will result in its
immediate burnout. The tubes which
may be reactivated are as follows: 99,
220, 322, 300-A, 301-A, 340, 371, 310,
313 and 316-B.
In reading the tables accompanying
this description, it is well to keep in
mind the following notes:
If the dial lamps light, it indicates a
short circuit; do not then attempt to
take an emission reading or you will
damage the meters.
Lighting of lamp No. 1 indicates a
grid to filament short; lamp No. 2 indicates a plate to filament short; both
lamps indicate grid to plate short.
An open or burned out filament may
fall against the grid or plate, causing
the lamps to light. This may be determined by turning the rheostat up and
if voltage regulation is impossible, the
filament is open ; such tubes are called
open filaments, either broken or burned
out, according to the results of the inspection at the service station.

IMPROVEMENTS IN CRYSTAL
CONTROL
(Continued from Page 49)
mometer as an indicator, the amateur

can maintain an absolutely dependable
constant frequency of transmission. By
placing the crystal with its associated
tube, inductance and condenser in a
closed box or compartment, together
with a 25 or 40 -watt mazda lamp controlled by a rheostat, a control of the
temperature can easily be had, at little
or no additional expense.
The broadcast stations are commencing to use an enclosed automatic heating
unit and crystal which is supplied by
the Western Electric Co. But an amateur does not need the automatic feature if he watches the thermometer.

Magically
Silent
Absolutely Dry

This is the "A " power after you have assembled it. A professional job! Operates on
105 to 120 volts, 50 to 60 cycles AC. Supplies
rippleless DC current for operating any set
using Standard 5 or 6 volt tubes and power
tubes.

Greatly Improved and at a Lower Price
New Money -Making Plan for Set -Builders
The new Knapp "A" Power has all of the features of the old modelmagic silence-absolutely dry-"B" Eliminator receptacle-voltage
regulator-complete, tooled part kit, etc., etc., and also eight new
improvements which make it the finest "A" Power ever put out.
Compare the appearance, read the improvements-and remember
that the price has been reduced !
The Only "A" Power Adaptable Every hole is drilled-all you do is put
screws and nuts in place and
toShort Wave, Super -Heterodyne the
a few wires. Just follow inconnect
Television Reception

and

struction sheet. No extras to buy.

The Knapp "A" because of its superior filter system and the special Elkon
rectifier is so silent and so steady that
it functions perfectly.

THE SET -BUILDER TAKEN
CARE OF

The 8 Improvements
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8,

-3

Elkon
Larger Filter System
Condensers instead of 2. Ideal
for Super-Hets, Shortwave sets
and Television.
Improved Choke Coils
Pendant Switch Controlling "A",
"B" Eliminator and Set
Dial for regulating voltage
Celeron Front Panel
Baked finish
Heavier gauge metal cover
Die Cast Base Plate instead of wood

COMPLETE KIT-EASILY
ASSEMBLED

The New Knapp Kit is a tooled jobthe parts seem to fall into place.
Tell them you saw it in RADIO
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Regardless of what
the established trade
may think about it-I
am going to continue

to give you the maximum discounts. The
coupon will bring you
the full details of both
the new "A" Power
and the special discounts to set-builders.

David W. Knapp, Pres.

KNAPP ELECTRIC, Inc., PortChester,N.Y.
-Div. P. R. Mallory & Co., Inc.
r

Mr. David W. Knapp, President,
KNAPP ELECTRIC, Inc.,

Dept. K-10, 350 Madison Ave., New York City
Kindly send me complete information on the
Knapp "A" Power and your special discounts for

Set -Builders.
Name
Address
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ALL -SHORT-WAVE RECEIVER
SANGAMO
SANGAMO .00025 MM.
MOULDED CONDENSER
WITH GRID LEAK CUPS

HIGH

QUALITY AUDIO

SANGAMO TYPE AX
AUDIO TRANSFORMER

SANGAMO
PUSH PULL

LIST b 6.00

LIST

AMPLIFIER
SANGAMO TYPE HX-171 DYNAMIC
FOR US -250 OA UX-17I TUBES

TYPE BX
PUT TRANSE'

i 6.50
I

OR

TYPE GX-210 DYNAMIC FOR
UX-210 ORt.LX-112 TUBES
LIST ií6.50

LIST 5.50

R.F. CHOKE

PUSH PULL OUTPUT TRANSFORMER

RADIO
FREQUENCY INPUT

TYPE 227
DETECTOR
F

RGAMO

.002 MFD.
MOULDED
CONDENSER

LIST 0.50

MOVABLE COIL ON CONE OF

DYNAMIC TYPE OF SPEAKER
CONNECTED DIRECT TO
SANGAMO SECONDARY

2.5V.
R.C.
SANGAMO TYPE
IMPEDANCE

LIST

-C

+C +22V.oR

5V

F

OR 7.5 V.

A.C.

5.00

+B

+45V.

90R12V.

7f

+B

45VaR90V.

135V

-B

+5

GND.

HIGH

Build this modern

amplifier at Low Cost!
Now! Sangamo Transformers at a new low price. And
push-pull transformers to match new power tubes and
dynamic loud speakers.
A small expenditure and you can have one of these
modern amplifiers with plenty of capacity to handle the
low notes. Nothing equals the full toned beauty of an
amplifier built according to the diagram shown above.
Write for descriptive circulars.

SANGAMO

SPRINGFIELD,
ILLINOIS

ELECTRIC COMPANY

Pacific Coast Offices:
1061 Howard St.

SAN FRANCISCO
750 Subway
Terminal Bldg.
LOS ANGELES

for the UX 250 Power Tube

The General Radio Type 565 Power
Transformers consist of two models
for both half and full -wave rectification
utilizing the 281 type of rectifier tube.
The Type 565-A Half-Wave Transformer illustrated consists of one 600volt secondary, two secondaries of 7.5
volts and one of 2.5 volts. It is designed for 105 to 125 -volt, 50 to 60 cycle lines.

Bulletin No. 931 will be sent on
request.

TYPE 565-A TRANSFORMER

PRICE

-

-

-

General Radio Co.
-

13.5 0

30 State Street, Cambridge, Mass.
274 Brannan Street
San Francisco, Calif.

PROFESSOR HERMANN SCHNITZEL
Of the Ooniversity of Cincinnapolis, O -ho -ho

has written a booklet containing 21 short radio lectures which have been broadcast from many
stations. 50 cents per copy, postpaid. You will enjoy this book.

For sale by "RADIO," Pacific Building, San Francisco
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to a low value and the setting noted. A pair
of grid -leak clips are mounted on it and a
variable grid leak is best, although 5 megohms is the usual value.
A 112 used as detector oscillates easily at
the highest frequencies. No tube -socket is
used, since different tubes change things so
much. The set ought to be built around the
particular type of tube employed. Holes

are drilled through the bakelite and the leads
are soldered in place. Should another tube
be necessary, the 112 is easily removed as it
is at the rear of the set.
No short-wave receiver should be without
a filament switch, as best oscillation is always
secured at some particular filament -setting.
These tubes usually work best with very low
filament and about 67/ volts on the plate;
other tubes will sometimes require comparatively large values of tickler turns and often
higher plate voltages. The correct adjustment of the set, for the higher frequencies, is
important and will require some experimentation for values giving best results.
The arrangement of apparatus is convenient for the experimenter as the filament
rheostat and switch, phone jack and audio
amplifier are mounted on a separate panel.
All parts are arranged so that they can be
used separately.
The whole set is mounted on a heavy baseboard and is supported above it. The
volt C battery is mounted underneath. Dry
cell tubes can be used and the set made semi portable ; it is a simple matter to mount the
layout on the seat of the car and study the
5 or 10 -meter signals at a distance from the
station.
The audio transformers peak at 1000 cycles
and the set therefore gives best response at
this audio frequency. There are still AC
signals on the air so that a very selective
audio amplifier would hardly be desirable
yet, especially for all -wave use. In this
amplifier, the better signals are received with
excellent results and extraneous noises are
greatly reduced. Often one can "tune" an
audio transformer to about the correct value
by using condensers across the windings;
some transformers are designed for peaks in
the audio range.
The selection of proper midget condensers
is important, as many types are not so good.
If these are of the one -bearing type, this
bearing should be well -constructed and about
this the amateur knows. These condensers
will eventually replace the larger sizes for
most short-wave uses. Almost a whole set
of these may be obtained for the price of the
usual large instrument. They are as good
electrically, if not better, than the larger
sizes, especially at the higher frequencies as
shown by repeated tests at 5 and 10 meters.
The coils can be celluloid -supported and
No. 20 wire is about right for the well -spaced
turns. The 5 -meter coil consists of about 2
heavy turns on a 1 -in. diameter, and the
10 -meter one is about double that; at 40
meters, 18 or 20 spaced turns is about right,
but the values are not critical because the
shunt condenser will compensate. Large coil
diameters for 5 and 10 meters should be
avoided as movement of the body then has
considerable effect on regeneration.
Fixed filament resistors are used in the
audio amplifier. To use the set without r.f.
amplifier, the antenna is connected directly
to a lug on the secondary condenser through
a small midget. The output of the r.f. amplifier may be similarly connected; it is perhaps better to use separate batteries for the
r.f. amplifier but one will work all right with
the same batteries for the whole layout. Often
the tube will oscillate much better if the
filament leads to the detector are reversed.
The actual wave -change caused by supposedly small effects is too large. In the usual

4/

-POWER TRANSFORMERS

(200 watts)

(Continued from Page 42)
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amateur wavemeter employing a flashlamp
indicator, the wave may be changed as
meter at 40 meters by simply
much as
changing lamps or shorting a given lamp in
or out. Such changes are too large for 1929
conditions. There are perhaps only two arrangements which are practical for average
amateur use.
One of these consists of the tuned circuit
described above to which is coupled a 2 -turn
loop (at 40 meters) including a flashlamp in
series. Some flashlamps give very broad
tuning, but tests show that the 1.25 -volt type
("S" filament) is about the best to use, as
the filament cools rapidly and gives a sensitive indication. If the main inductance consists of about 18 turns on a 2 -in. tube, this
2-turn loop should be set at about 3/4 in.
from it. Indications will be quite sharp, and
with loose coupling, the effect of the lamp
circuit causes very little tuning effect. The
lamp when turned into, or out of, the socket
will have a small effect on the wave, but if
left in place, will give good results and
tuning will be sharp.

/

Positive

Line Voltage Control

your A.C. tubes
filament voltfrom
excessive
PROTECT
age and insure maximum efficiency
from your new
A.C. receiver,
which is designed
to operate at a
certain specified
line voltage. To
be safe, you must
have some means
of controlling
the voltage from
the light socket,
which varies in different localities
and during certain times of the day.

The Centralab Radio Control Box
is the most advanced form of voltage regulator. It is so designed
that it will pro-

vide absolute

positive and safe
control of line
voltage. A simple
manual control is
the only adjustment. No meters

knowledge required to operate, although meter can be attached
at little extra cost if desired.
Milwaukee,
Wisconsin

Avenue
CENTRAL RADIO

TELEVISION
An accurate wavemeter is necessary for
calibrating the set. The picture and circuit
diagram in Fig. 2 show one using a neon
lamp as a resonance indicator. It uses a
15 mmfd. midget tuning condenser cut down
to three plates and a 20 -turn coil, which is
wound on a threaded length of 2 in. bake lite tubing. A 50 mmfd. midget condenser
is shunted across the tuned circuit.

technical

or

26 Keefe

Wavemeter with Neon Tube Indicator

Safe

although still in an experimental
stage, has now advanced sufficiently to enable amateurs to build
outfits that will give edifying
results.
Write today for our price list
of television apparatus.

Photo Electric Devices, Inc.
594 Fifth Ave.

Brooklyn, N. Y.

LABO RATO RIE S

Marvelous
Reception
Full tone over the entire receiving range by
equipping your Power
Amplifier with a Potter Condenser Block.

3 fl1RTf
TUNING

MIDGET
CONDfNSfR

NON-1IIMP
EESONflNCf

` INDICïfTOR
!MEP- »Y//DI
ONCE C91/BRBTfD

Fig. 2. Wavemeter Circuit Diagram

The condensers are mounted on a hard
rubber strip which, together with the panel
supporting the vernier dial, is securely fastened to heavy baseboard blocks. A small
extension handle eliminates the necessity of
shielding. The threaded tubing is secured
to the baseboard by small metal angles at the
base. Heavy copper wire is used for connections.
The neon lamp should be of 5 -watt size or
larger. It is somewhat more sensitive if one
terminal is left open and a length of copper
wire, wound around the middle, is used as
the other. The lamp is securely fastened
to a bakelite piece and is held by a piece
of wire passed around the lamp and through
holes.
For accuracy, it is best to have a separate
instrument for the 40 -meter band. The small
condensers are economical and at small expense accurate instruments can be constructed for 20 and 40 meters. The 10 -meter
band is wide and accuracy is not as important.
To calibrate the wavemeter accurately, the
transmitter can be operated without an

Gerald Best's
SUPER BLUE PRINTS

No.

No.

T2900
where
one 250

T2950
where
two 250

The complete working plans in full size for
building the new incomparable Gerald Best
115 Kilocycle superheterodyne with full instructions for building.
Per set. Postpaid anywhere in the
U. S. Send remittance by cash,
check or money order. Stamps
also accepted. "RADIO," Pacific
Bldg., San Francisco, California.

Type
Type
Power
Power
Tube
Tubes
is used
are used
$22.50
$20.00
Highly Efficient-Long Life

Free

The Choice of Leading
Radio Engineers

25c

A Continental Control Switch will be given
free with a one year subscription to RADIO
($2.50) if you act immediately. Only a
few on hand.

Ask your dealer for full information

"RADIO"
Pacific Building

San Francisco

LAST MINUTE SPECIALS!
E210 BRADLEYSTATS, list $4.00
Our Price $1.60 ea.
MESCO Wireless Keys, list $2.00
95c ea.
4.75 ea.
U. S. ARMY Aeroplane Spark Transmitters, Gov. cost $47 each
1.25 ea.
G. E. Kenotron Rectifying Tubes (type T.B.1)
Eby A.C. Adapter Harness with Volume Control. For 6 tube Sets, list $10.00
5.00 ea.
13.75 ea.
Gould Kathanode Unipower, Automatic Radio "A" Power (6 volt), list $39.50
"
4

6

AMERICAN SALES CO., 19-21 WARREN ST., NEW YORK CITY
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AMH1ìt&N

PF,DtRUS.on.25

0

Power Transformer
for

UX 250 Power Tubes
A husky transformer built for doing the
job, not for looks. The PF -250 is rated at
1200-600 volts plate, 7% volts power tube,
volts rectifier tube filament. Center
taps are provided on each of the filament
windings. Continuous rated capacity of
plate windings, 160 MA., continuous rated
capacity of each 7A volt winding,
3 Amperes. DC plate output with
two UX 281's full wave, up to
450 volts with sufficient excess for "C" Bias.

7

Ask for Bulletin No. 1033 describing
fully the PF-250.

Price, each-$30.00
Slightly higher West of Rocky Mountains

American Transformer Co.
Transformer Builders for more than 2k Years

274 Emmet St.,

Newark, N. J.

CUSTOM SET BUILDERS
Browning -Drake has an interesting and
unusual proposition. Take advantage of the
fact that more Browning-Drakes are built
than any other. Write today.

BROWNING-DRAKE CORP.
CAMBRIDGE, MASS.

CARDWELL CONDENSERS
The Taper
Type
Type "E"
Cardwell

Unexcelled
for Short Wave
Receivers

STABILITY Is Vital

in the short wave receiving circuit.
The effect of a rising and falling note so often
troublesome in CW code reception, due to instability
in the circuit, will obviously play havoc with Broadcast Reception on the short waves, if at all pronounced.
CARDWELL TAPER PLATE CONDENSERS are
rigid and vibrationless and will absolutely hold their
calibration, thus eliminating one of the important
causes of circuit instability in short wave receivers.
The tuning curve is ideal, midway between SLW
and SFL, attained without eccentrically shaped
plates, thus concentrating the weight of the rotor
close to the shaft. It will pay you to investigate.
Transmitting Condensers for powers
up to 50KW and more. Receiving
Condensers in all standard capacities.
Send for literature.

The Allen D. Cardwell Mfg. Corp.
81 Prospect Street
BROOKLYN, N. Y.

"The Standard of Comparison"
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antenna with a very small input, and so a
harmonic falls exactly on the wave of a
broadcast station which has been carefully
tuned in with any ordinary nearby regenerative, broadcast receiver. By using different
stations, various points on the wavemeter
calibration -curve are easily obtained. The
wavemeter in each case is checked with the
wave of the transmitter, the wavelength of
which is calculated from the broadcast frequency by dividing by the proper whole
number.
Operation is simplified by using a sensitive grid d.c. milliammeter in the transmitter
in series with the grid leak. For a 210 tube,
this meter ought to be about a 0/25 size.
Resonance is denoted by the dip of the grid
meter. Several check points should be used
and the average curve taken.
The transmitter must also receive special
attention for 1929 conditions. It should be
sharply tuned and not "modulated" by a
poor plate supply, giving the usual broad
wave. Good d.c. plate supply will help
considerably. Many amateurs may desire to
operate with small "99" transmitters. These
are quite cheaply constructed and give exceptional results in these days of sensitive,
screen -grid r.f. receiving systems, like the
one described.
The average amateur transmitter is too
closely coupled to the antenna. A broad
interfering wave is caused and operation in
two frequencies, close together. With loose
coupling, the wave is sharpened, transmission is on only one frequency, the note is improved, and the antenna system has less
effect on the oscillating circuit, reducing
considerably, any "wobbling" effects. One
should use a large capacity in the oscillating circuit, which usually eliminates "creeping." If the tubes are run cool, this effect
is greatly reduced. Any circuit, when properly adjusted, gives a good constant oscillating frequency.
Since bringing up a tuned antenna circuit
to the primary changes the plate current and
therefore the tube temperature, the value of
coupling will have some effect on the frequency of the transmitter. The coupling
depends on so many factors that a general
rule cannot be given; if one adjusts the
coupling so that 85 or 90 per cent of the
antenna current is obtained with close coupling, good results will be secured. The
note should be studied near the set and is affected to some extent by antenna tuning. In
general, any change in the transmitter which
changes the plate current value will have an
effect on the frequency and any such will
have less chance, if a low L C ratio is used.
If all amateurs in the 40 -meter band
would use direct current plate supply,
operation would be improved because of the
sharp waves. The high-pitched notes would
encourage the use of peaked audio amplifier
systems, thus reducing other interference and
amplifying, to a maximum degree, the proper
signal. A surprising number of such stations
could operate without interference if both
the transmitting and receiving systems were
sharply tuned. The all -short-wave receiver
here described is a step in that direction.

SELECTIVE SHORT-WAVE
RECEIVER
(Continued from Page 42)

The r.f. choke consists of 300 turns of No.
wire, scramble -wound on a 1 -in. core. A
.00025 mfd. oscillator grid condenser C5 and
1 megohm grid leak R1 lowers the plate current somewhat. The condenser C7 is of .002
mfd. capacity, C2 .0005 mfd., C$ 1 mfd. and
C4 .0005 mfd.
The filaments are all controlled by one
6 ohm rheostat R2. Sockets are mounted on
sponge rubber cushions to prevent micro phonic noises. All parts are mounted on a
7 by 18 -in. panel.
Tell them you saw it in RADIO
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"DRESNER" SHORT
WAVE CONVERTER
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Wave
Length
Range
15 to 550
Meters

SIMPLE TO ATTACHEASY TO OPERATE
Some of the best entertainment of
the air is broadcast on the short
waves by many powerful stations.
There is no longer any reason why
all should not receive these excellent programs from all over the
world. The Dresner Short Wave
Converter Unit is completely assembled. It efficiently covers a wave
band of 15 to 550 meters, and makes
reception easily obtainable for all.
Offered at the special price of $22.50complete ready to plug into your
receiver in a few seconds.

If your dealer cannot supply you, send
money order direct and we will ship P. P.

Prepaid. Guaranteed.

(When ordering unit, be sure to
specify whether it is to be used on
AC or DC set.)

Dresner Radio Mfg. Corp.
642 Southern Blvd. New York City
Dept. F

ENJOYgeThIRILL¶ cELECTRIFIED
RADIO at SMALL COST
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:.F.few moments-and you have permanent
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Send for New Radio Book --It's Free!
New hook-ups. This book shows how to
make short-wave receivers and short-wave
adapters. How to use the new screen grid
tube in D. C. and A. C. circuits. How to
build power amplifiers, ABC eliminators.
Up-to-the-mingte information on all new
radio developments. It's free. Send for copy
today.

KARAS ELECTRIC COMPANY

4031L2 North Rockwell St., Chicago, Ill.
Portland, Oregon, 53 4th St.
San Francisco, 585 Mission St.
Los Angeles, 324 N. San Pedro
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City and State
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You Can Build

Console Model.

A

beautiful walnut finished cabinet, furnished in 6 -tube
and 7 -tube pushpull. Equipped with

Better Than You Can Buy

Insures
$ 00
YourA.CJtites

"Peerless" Speaker.

Size

26"x40"x16" deep.

Your Own Label
On This Radio
Your Best
Business Builder!
There's no business -builder in the
world like a good radio in action!
And no radio can deliver better than
the Premier. Put your private label on
it-and get ALL THE BUSINESS

THAT IT BUILDS!
Private -label radio brings you

Aero

longer profits; its flexible price meets
any kind of competition or market;
it frees you from top-heavy inventories and territorial contracts; you
order only what you need. Andprivate-label radio preserves your
trade identity, your most valuable

aaCHRON OPI- AS E"
The Aero "CHRONOPHASE" principle
in Radio Frequency Amplification is the
first outstanding development in broadcast
reception since the introduction of the
neutrodyne. Now selectivity takes on new
meaning, for sets employing this principle
can be made so selective that even the side
bands of local broadcasting stations can
be cut off. Greater distance range, too,
is achieved with remarkable smoothness
of control. No factory -built set has the new
and revolutionary "CHRONOPHASE"
principle. It may be had, however

not
Material and manufacture
advertising! --determine the quality
and salability of a receiver. Premier
Private -Label Radio is equal to any
on the market in performance, looks,
quality and salability. Table, console
and combination models,-furnished
standard in 6-tube and 7 -tube PushPull.
CHASSIS SPECIFICATIONS
All -metal chassis; rigid, strong,
stays put. Unconditionally guaranteed. Apparatus 100% shielded.
Licensed under U. S. Navy Patents
and Hogan Patent No. 1,041,002.

In Three Wonderful
Receivers
The 1929 six -tube "Aerodyne," the Aero
Seven -Twenty -Nine and the five -tube Aero
"CHRONOPHASE" all incorporate the
"CHRONOPHASE" circuit. Complete
kits for these receivers may be had from
your dealer. No expense has been spared
to make these kits the finest you can buy.
A beautiful two-tone metal cabinet is a
part of each kit. Every part needed for
the construction of the receiver is included
-even wire, soldering lugs and wood
screws-so that nothing more need be
purchased. Anyone can assemble an Aero
receiver in a few hours. Panels are
drilled, which insures proper placement of
parts and full-size pictorial wiring diagrams eliminate mistakes in wiring. Aero
sets can be built for A.C., D.C., or Shield Grid tubes.
A postcard request brings two

J

valuable booklets introducing
the new 1929 line of Aero kits
and describing the 64 page Aero
Green Book for 1929. Send to

i

grep
PREAAJCITS
INCORPORATE»

Dept. 588, 4611 E. Ravenswood Ave.
CHICAGO, ILL.

-

possession.

The Vitrohm 507-109 Unit costs
$2.00. Installed on your radio set,
it lengthens a. c. tube life by automatically lowering filament voltage.

-

Attached in a moment-Nothing
Nothing to wear
combustible
out-Does not get excessively hot.
It consists of a Vitrohm Resistor

mounted within

a

perforated

metal cage, a plug, and a receptacle.
Write for free information on this
and other Ward Leonard Radio
Products.

WARD LEONARD
ELECTRIC CO.

VERÑON
NEW YORK

Ar10TfIFj2

eyetsTwevÌ.

Write for price and full details.
No obligation.
)

PREMIER ELEETIZIE E0I4PAKY
Established 1905-Manufacturers Ever Since

3841 Ravenswood Avenue

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

Helps You Pass
Government Radio
Examination
An Excellent Book
"PRACTICAL RADIO
TELEGRAPHY"
380 Pages
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Pacific Bldg.

San Francisco, Calif.
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Dr.Lee
With the same creative enthusiasm
that produced the first radio
vacuum tube (1906) Dr. DeForest
has now developed the perfected
Audion.
When you replace your tubes
with DeForest Audions you will
experience a new enjoyment in
clarified reception.
Send today for your free copy
of the interesting booklet by the
"Father of Radio."

De forest Rcidic(o.

JERSEY CITY h N.J.
55

TECHNICAL BRIEFS

and a consequently greater overall amplification. As the number of turns is increased in the portion of the secondary
which acts as a primary, the amplification on the higher frequencies is reduced because the two currents in this
portion of the coil are in quadrature,
and the voltage in the grid of the next
tube is consequently lower. This can
also be used in a multi -stage amplifier to
secure uniform amplification over the
entire spectrum without so greatly impairing the selectivity.
The selectivity curves for these three

(Continued from Page 38)
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Lessen
Static

Mode,
vario -Meer

Tune More Sharply
Bring your set up to maximum
sharpness with X -L Vario Densers
Practically all of the popular high grade
circuits now use X -L Products. Perfect
reception is always assured because of the
accurate values and dependable service these
well known products give. Endorsed by
leading radio engineers, designers and
builders and standard in most quality sets.
Broad and positive capacity range that assures exact oscillation control easily obtained
with both Model "N" and Model "G" Vario
Densers.

with transformers having /-in. and
in. primaries, for 9, 18 and 36 turns
each. The screen-grid tube circuit connections for each type are shown in Fig.
3, a showing the transformers and b
the autoformer.
The 1Y2 -in. primary type is that generally advocated for use with a shieldgrid tube when a tuned impedance is not
employed. It will be noticed that there
is little gain in amplification when more

60

50

40

Model «G" Vario Denser
Genuine Bakelite casing, dust and moisture
proof. All metal parts phosphor bronze nickel
plated. Only the best imported India mica
used. Extreme micrometer capacity advance,
exceptional accessibility in close quarters.
Model "N" has variable capacity adjustable
from 1.8 to 20 micro -micro farads. Price
each, $1.00.
Model "G" with grid clips made in three
variable capacity ranges, viz: Model G-1,
.00002 to .0001 Mfd.; Model G-5, .0001 to
.0005 Mfd.; Model G-10, .0003 to .001 Mfd.
Price each $1.50.

NewBAKELITE

1
X -L

20

FIG

1

10

10

INSULATED
PUSH POST

The most perfect binding post
made. Push down with thumb,
insert wire, remove pressure,
wire is held firmly. Vibration
will not loosen but releases
instantly when you wish. No
chance to forget to tighten.
Positive, permanent. Plain or
all standard markings. Also
made in all -metal design. Price

30

20

30

Fig.4. Selectivity Curves for Three Types of Transformers

Write for interesting and valuable
free copy of our new up-to-date book
of wiring diagrams showing use of
X -L units in all leading circuits.

than 18 turns are used, thus impairing its
possibilities for selectivity.
With the /-in. primary a variation
in the number of turns changes the point
where maximum amplification is secured.
Hence with a multi -stage cascade amplifier uniform amplification can be secured
over the whole band by adjusting the
number of turns in the primary of each
transformer, although this may result in
sacrificing the selectivity of one or two

Dept. J, 1224 Belmont Ave., Chicago, Ill.

stages.
As the inductive coupling is much
greater with an autotransformer, a few
turns will give a high primary impedance

X -L

Push Post

each 15c.

Strip of 7 on black panel with white markings, price $1.50.

types of transformers, are shown in Fig.
4. The figure of merit considers the
inverse ratio of amplification obtained
at the mean of frequencies 50 k.c. distant

from the oscillator frequency, plotted
against a percentage cutoff at seventenths of the maximum. A selectivity
factor of 50 is fair, 55 is good, and 60
4
gives an extremely desirable point. It
will be noticed that at 350 meters, for
example, this selectivity figure can be
obtained with the autoformer circuit
with an amplification figure of 5.7,
whereas the corresponding /-in. primary is secured with an amplification

ANT

e

Fig. 6. Chronophase Circuit with Two Screen -Grid R. F. Stages
56

40

PRIMARY TURNS
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770. In this particuler instance the superiority of the
autoformer type is outstanding.
Oscillation was frequently encountered, even in connection with the supposedly non -oscillating shield -grid tube,
unless some means were taken to prevent
it. The best results were obtained by
shifting the phase angle of the currents
in various stages by the method illustrated in Fig. 5.

of only 3.6, or about 65
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YEARS Ahead!

400 LARGE ROOMS
Only Hotel in Philadelphia with a
subway entrance from main lobby.

The

MOST MODERATE RATES

Single
For
Single
For

room, running water

$2.00
two
$3.50
room, private bath
$3.00
two
$5.00-$6.00

Garage Connected with Hotel
Wire at our expense for Reservations
JNO. C. GOSSLER, Mgr. Dir.

SPINTITE
WRENCHES FREE
With a one year subscription to

"RADIO"
3 Stevens Spintite wrenches for round nuts
given free this month with a subscription to
"RADIO." Send $2.50, get "RADIO" for
one year, and the wrenches also. We pay
the postage. Only a few sets of these
wrenches stilt on hand. Hurry.

Publishers of "RADIO"
San Francisco

Pacific Bldg.

STEADY AS THE STARS
When AMPERITE-Controlled
Don't let "A" battery current fluctuations spoil
your radio reception or ruin your tubes. Install
Amperites and automatically keep the filament
temperature constant according to tube rating.
Entirely unlike fixed resistors. With AMPERITE
control tubes last longer and your set sounds
better. Panel arrangement improved and wiring
simplified. Tuning is easier and volume is increased. A type for every tube-battery or A. C.
E1.10, with
morenti
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U. S. A
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:The "SELF-ADJUSTING" Rheostat

HAMMARLUND
"Midline" Condenser
+90

+180

Fig. 5. Chronophase Circuit

An inductance L2 of comparatively
low d.c. resistance was shunted around
the resistance R1, maintaining a maximum static value of plate voltage at the
tube, while offering a very high impedance to r.f. currents. The resistance R1
can be varied without affecting the static
value of the plate voltage and will be
found to serve as an oscillation control.
If provision is made so that it can be
reduced to a low value, so as to effectively short-circuit C2, it can also be employed as a volume control.
In a circuit containing two stages of
radio-frequency amplification, it will
rarely be found necessary to employ more
than one such resistance, as sufficient adjustment of the time relation can be
obtained to avoid oscillation while still
maintaining the satisfactory value of
overall amplification. Maximum results,
regardless of the type of tube used, can
be obtained by varying the proportion
of Li which is used in the plate circuit
of the preceding tube. Little trouble was
experienced from inductive coupling between coils.
Shielding always introduces certain
losses in the coil, due to linking a portion of the coil's field, and also complicates the mechanical construction of the
receiver. It will be seen from the curve
that the necessity of shielding is mitigated as far as interstage coupling effects
go, while the diameter of the coil is so
small that direct pick-up from local stations is reduced to a minimum, as has
been demonstrated in practice.
One such receiver using two stages of
tuned radio -frequency amplification with
shield -grid tubes, employing the "Chronophase" system, has been given an exceedingly thorough tryout. On a 25 -ft.
aerial located on the shore of Lake
Michigan, in the heart of the most congested mass of broadcasting stations in
the world, it has been possible to cut
through locals and secure good loud
speaker reception of stations a thousand
miles distant.
Tell them you saw it in RADIO
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Condensers come and condensers go, but the
Hammarlund "Midline" keeps ahead.
Built with watch-like precision and embodying every feature demanded of a modern
tuning instrument, the Hammarlund "Mid line" Condenser continues to make radio
history.
If you know radio, you know Hammarlund.
If you are a beginner, ask any radio engineer
his estimate of Hammarlund Products. Follow
his advice.
Write for Folder

Hammarlund Manufacturing Co.
424-438 W. 33rd St., New York
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ámmarlund
PRECIS/ON

$1.00

Brings you the next 6
issues of "RADIO"

IVI BATTERY

ELIMINATOR

ÿ 95

MONEY -BACK GUARANTEE
No more worry with
R. B. "B" Battery

"B" Batteries! Hook up an

Eliminator and forget battery troubles forever. This wonderful new invention means better reception, sharper tuning.
Gives you more real pleasure from your set.

COMPLETELY EQUIPPEDNo "Extras" to Buy

Operates perfectly on direct or alternating current giving up to 90 volts

current, and using the full wave of
the power supply. Simple directions
enclosed-anyone can plug it into any
kind of set up to six tubes. Constant
voltage gives set more power. Costs no more than
set of good "B" Batteries. Solidly built in
beautifully finished metal case, with genuine
Bakelite top.

SEND YOUR ORDER NOW

Don't blame your set because run down
"B" Batteries won't let it work right.
Order your Eliminator NOW. Write name and address
on a piece of paper, pin a dollar bill to it, and
mail it TODAY. Pay postman balance ($4.95 plus a
few cents postage) when he delivers your Eliminator.
Use it ten days. If not more than satisfied, return

it and get your money back.

135 -Volt Eliminator Only

New style Eliminator

that

gives amazing

$7.95

performances. Send $1.00 and pay balance of $6.95
(plus postage) on delivery. Guaranteed to pleaseor money back. Be sure to ask for 135 -Volt Eliminator.

THE R. B. SPECIALTY CO.

Dept. D-304, 318 Sycamore St., Cincinnati, O.
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NEW
ELECTRIC

PICKUP
With a NA-ALD
Electric Pickup and
a good radio set or

No.

power amplifier you
can electrically amplify the music from

502-Price $5.00

phonograph records and get the results of talking
machines costing several hundreds of dollars. The
new NA-ALD Pickup fits A.C. or battery sets. It
is equipped with twin magnets giving a full, rich
tone quality on both high and bass notes. Every set
owner should have one. You may try a NA-ALD
Pickup for three days and if not satisfied return it
and get your money refunded.

RADIO KIT REVIEWS
(Continued from Page 44)

THORDARSON PHONOGRAPH
AMPLIFIER
This two -stage all -electric amplifier using

a 210 power tube, converts an old style mechanical phonograph into a modern high

quality electrical reproducing machine. In
addition to the revolving turntable and electrically recorded records, it requires only a
good pick-up unit and the easily assembled
equipment listed in this kit to get faithful
reproduction of audio frequencies from any
good radio speaker.
The amplifier is operated completely from
alternating current and is so constructed
that it is readily portable. It is exceedingly

tube.

The plate voltage applied to the plate of
the 210 power tube is 385 volts, secured
through the voltage drop of the 5000 -ohm
resistor and the field of the dynamic speaker.
LIST OF PARTS

N éi

F

ALDEN MANUFACTURING CO.

Brockton, Mass.

furnish to the voltage divider, direct current
free from hum.
Filament current for the first audio-frequency tube is supplied by the current flowing
through the voltage divider. When the 100 volt field of the dynamic speaker is connected
to the terminals marked "Field," about 60
milliamperes will flow through the field windings of the dynamic speaker and will be
available for heating the filament of the 199
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YOU KNOW what's wrong when
your radio set isn't working right? Ten
to one, you don't. Twenty to one, you would
if you had a copy of
Hoff's Radio Trouble Finder
TNO

Ever hear of M. M. Hoff, radiotrician, of Philadelphia? He was one of the very first "radio bugs"
and has been building and studying sets ever since.
And now, out of his broad experience, this man
has written a book to tell radio owners how to keep
their sets working right.
He tells in plain words and illustrations how a
set is made, what the parts are called, what are the
few usual troubles and how to fix them. Then he
lists 103 troubles that sometimes happen and tells
how to detect and fix each one.
The book is a regular cyclopedia of radio information-only it's in a language anyone can understand. Read it five minutes and you'll know more
about radio than you ever dreamed of.
It will save you many a repair man. It will save
you hours of guessing and fussing and fuming. It
will help you to keep the tone of your set always
sweet and strong. It will keep you from losing
many programs. And, best of
IT WILL MAKE YOU STOP SWEARINGMUCH TO THE SURPRISE OF YOUR FAMILYbecause radio repairs are expensive. Why hire them
done when you can easily learn how to keep your set
from needing them?

all-

All It Costs Is $1
Send cash with your order and you get also a
Dictionary of Radio Terms and the latest list of
Radio Broadcasting Stations with call letters and
the new Federal Radio Commission wave lengths.
Send your dollar today while the copies last. Six
copies for $4.00.

CHICAGO BARGAIN STORES
Quincy
426
Building, Desk 5
Chicago, Ill.

Thordarson R-210 Power Compact
Thordarson R-300 Audio Transformers.
210 Condenser Block (Dubilier, Tobe,
Potter, Acme, Aerovox, Fast, Splitdorf).
Electrad Fixed Resistor, 5000 ohms, Type

6
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3
1

1

Yaxley 400 -ohm Potentiometer.
Benjamin Sockets (Sub -panel).
Binding Posts, 2 Input, 2 Speaker,
1
Neg.
Benjamin Sub -panel Brackets.
Pc. Bakelite 10" x 10" x %".
Pc. Bakelite 10" x 2" x 3/16".

1

Pos.,

TUBES
1
1
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Pictorial Wiring Diagram of Thordarson
Phonograph Amplifier
compact, being 10x10 -in, and may be placed
in one of the compartments or in the tone
chamber of the phonograph so that no unsightly or difficult connections to the radio
receiver are necessary.
The power transformers and filter chokes
are completely housed in the Thordarson
R-210 Power Compact. This unit furnishes
power for the high voltage supply to the plate
of the 281 rectifier tube, power for the filament of the same tube, as well as power for
the filament of the 210 power tube. The rectifier and filter circuits are conventional, and

UX-281 Rectifier.
UX-210 Power Amplifier.
UX-199 Amplifier.

The grid bias of 25 volts is secured through
the voltage drop through the filament of the
199 tube and the 400 -ohm potentiometer. The
plate potential for the 199 tube is taken from

the high voltage side of the power field of the
dynamic speaker, about 125 volts. The grid
bias for the 199 tube is obtained from the
voltage drop between the filament side of
the 400 -ohm potentiometer and the movable
arm. The arm should be adjusted for best
results. The undistorted output of the 210
power tube operating under the above conditions is about 1200 milliwatts.
In view of the fact that dynamic speakers
have incorporated in their assembly an output transformer, none is needed in the amplifier itself. It is to be noted at this point
O
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INTERESTED IN
TELEVISION?

O

Write for literature on
Television

Control. The

new SPEED CONTROL
CLAROSTAT solves the
problem of correct scanning disk operation. Brings
in screen image and holds
it. See this latest Claro stat; in metal case, amply
ventilated, protected screw
terminals; controls small
motor from standstill to full speed; pushbutton for
quick start and momentary acceleration; 25400 ohm
fixed or variable resistance.
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Clarostat Mfg. Co., 285 N. 6th St., Brooklyn, N.Y.
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Brings the Next Six
Issues of "RADIO" to
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Circuit Diagram of Thordarson Phonograph Amplifier
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